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JUDITH F. SIMPSON

Since the beginning of the 21st century, symphony 

orchestras across America have either reduced their seasons 

or ultimately closed their doors. Against these great odds, 

the Reno Philharmonic Association celebrated its 50th 

anniversary in 2018.

This commemorative work tells the story of the first 50 years 

of the Reno Philharmonic based on interviews with more 

than 200 people, including conductors, orchestra and chorus 

members, management, donors, trustees, and audience 

members. Author Judith F. Simpson also draws on research 

from newspaper articles, photos, and old concert programs 

to tell this fascinating tale.

Fifty Years Of The Reno Philharmonic chronicles the 

organization’s history through its four conductors: Gregory 

Stone, Ron Daniels, Barry Jekowsky and Laura Jackson. Each 

section of the book brings these intriguing people to life 

and also paints a robust picture of the Reno Philharmonic at 

the time of their leadership. Through the book, readers will 

learn about the Reno Philharmonic's inner workings, as well 

as its impact on the greater Reno-Tahoe community.
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The Reno Phil puts my soul at rest.

Millard Reed, an audience member

“

The Reno Philharmonic orchestra is the 
backbone of the arts in this community.

Toni de Salvo, Reno Philharmonic Chorus

“

DEDICATION

This work is dedicated to the late Edward S. Parsons, Jr. and Maestro Ron Daniels. Ed brought me into the 

symphony world and Ron shared his passion of the music in a way that absolutely hooked me. When Ron 

asked me to be personnel director, I met and fell in love with the musicians—something that is still true. 

Many years later when I started the volunteer group, I met and fell in love with the volunteers too.  

Ron and Ed, you two enriched my world and I remain forever grateful. 
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Depending on the repertoire and performance venues, the 

size of the orchestra can vary from 65 to 100 musicians. 

Each brings a different personality, ego, experience, and 

level of musicianship. What they have in common is a love 

of music and playing repertoire that challenges them. In the 

Phil’s 50-year history, hundreds of dedicated and focused 

members of the board of trustees have worked to ensure 

the organization’s financial health. They have served on 

committees to continuously strengthen the Phil’s education 

programs, governance, development, marketing, and 

artistic programming. You will learn about many of these 

people, with a particular emphasis on past presidents John 

Flanigan, Jack Fegely, and Charlotte McConnell, whose love 

and support guaranteed the existence of the Reno Phil in 

tough times.

There have been 10 managers with titles progressing from 

executive director to president and CEO. Each brought 

his or her personality and style to strengthen and expand 

general operations. Some served for many years, others for 

shorter tenures. The staff has increased from one to 16 as 

the demand for more services increased.

The sponsors, donors, and concert patrons remain the 

backbone of the organization. The audience filling the seats 

provides the third leg of the stool a reason for existing. The 

audience’s size has increased from 200 people to sold-out 

shows of 1,500 at the Pioneer Center for the Performing 

Arts. The number of concerts has grown from five each 

season to more than 30—a true indication of the growth 

during the past 50 years. 

Through it all, four maestros added their unique 

personalities, conducting styles, and repertoire selection. 

Each brought verve and drive to improve performance. 

In this story, you will meet all four: Gregory Stone, Ron 

Daniels, Barry Jekowsky, and Laura Jackson.

Let’s begin the story by meeting the Phil’s enigmatic 

founder and first conductor, Gregory Stone.

Since the beginning of the 21st century, symphony 

orchestras across America have either reduced their seasons 

or ultimately closed their doors. Against these great odds, 

the Reno Philharmonic Association is celebrating its 50th 

anniversary owing to the sheer willpower of our community.

This commemorative work tells the story of the Reno Phil 

which we, the community, built and continue to grow. 

The information comes from interviews with conductors, 

orchestra and chorus members, management, donors, 

trustees, and audience members as well as from newspaper 

articles, photos, and old concert programs. It is a fascinating 

story told by a collection of intriguing people who have 

ensured the success of the organization. They all shared 

one goal—to have a top-quality orchestra in the Truckee 

Meadows. Fifty years after its founding, northern Nevada 

has an outstanding orchestra with strong leadership, solid 

financial backing, and a dedicated audience. 

Think of the Reno Phil as a three-legged stool. One leg, 

the artistic component, is composed of the conductors 

and musicians. The second is the business, including the 

management and board of trustees. Audience and donors 

make up the third leg. A healthy orchestra requires a 

balanced stool, yet, there must be a certain tension among 

the three legs to make it strong enough to hold all these 

parts together. The conductor is the face of the Reno Phil, 

but without the orchestra and the other two legs being 

equally strong, the stool will tilt and eventually collapse.

For the past 50 years, the orchestra has mostly stood firm, 

but, occasionally, tipped toward one leg or the other, putting 

the stool out of balance. The effort to stay balanced is 

Herculean and noble, founded in a determination to bring 

quality classical music to our community. 

OUR
STORY

Music is my soul.  
I just can’t get enough of it.

— Lani Oelerich, bassist

“
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Mozart is dead. I am alive. 
Play it the way I tell you.

— Gregory Stone, conductor

“ T H E
G R E G O R Y  S T O N E

E R A

1 9 6 9  -  1 9 7 9

98
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VIRTUOSO
UNIQUE   COLORFUL   ABRASIVE

PASSIONATE
HEADSTRONG
TEDIOUS   FUNNY

KIND
SINCERE   GRUFF  

ECCENTRIC
BIG, LOVABLE BEAR

AUTOCRATIC
TALENTED   DEMONSTRATIVE

Could these seemingly contradictory words and phrases 

describe one person? Indeed, they do. Violinist Bill Plambeck 

affectionately summed up Gregory Stone in one sentence: 

“Gregory was the most unusual person I ever met.”

Born in Odessa, Russia in 1900 and classically trained as a 

pianist and conductor, Stone fled the Russian Revolution 

and settled in New York. There, he created orchestral 

arrangements for Broadway shows and classical works. After 

several years, he toured South America as the conductor for 

the Ice Capades where, in an elevator, he met and fell in love 

with his wife, Ingeborg, a principal skater in the show. The 

couple settled in southern California where Stone arranged 

and composed music for 80 films and received an Academy 

Award nomination for best music for Girls School.

He gained a reputation worldwide as a composer of 

many styles and genres of music, especially compositions 

for two and four-hand piano and violin. In addition to 

his classical works, many of Stone’s compositions were 

popular music. Arguably, his most famous piece was 

“Let’s Dance,” jazz clarinetist Benny Goodman’s theme 

song. Goodman recorded many of Stone’s compositions 

including, “Who’ll Buy My Bublichki?” also known as 

“The Pretzel Vendor Song.” He frequently composed for 

the accordion, including his best-known piece, “Brazilian 

Fantasy.” Often, well-known personalities such as 

accordion virtuoso William Cosby and famous harpist 

Dorothy Remsen premiered and recorded his works.

THE MAN

10
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After his years in Hollywood and on Broadway, Stone 

wanted to return to “serious” music. He learned from 

an old friend, Fred De Salvo, a Reno violinist and voice 

teacher, that northern Nevada only had one symphony—

the university-community orchestra. Moreover, De 

Salvo reported that many musicians playing in the 

casino house orchestras were eager to play the classical 

music for which they trained. Stone paid a visit to Reno 

and had dinner with Dr. Ron Williams, a well-respected 

University of Nevada, Reno professor and pianist. Stone 

told Williams he wanted to start a symphony in Reno 

and the professor encouraged him to pursue it. It was 

clear to Williams that Stone “missed the respectability of 

the legitimate classical field.”

Armed with his orchestral library of more than 2,000 

scores and pieces, Stone, Inge, and their two daughters 

moved to Reno. By making use of his library, Stone 

performed works from the standard repertoire as well 

as other compositions often neglected by symphony 

orchestras. He was often heard to say, “I have so much 

music, when am I going to play it all?” Ron Daniels, the 

second maestro for the Reno Philharmonic, shared that 

when Stone was young, he made a promise to God that if 

he were successful in music, he would find a way to give 

back. It seems Stone decided that starting the Phil would 

become his way of thanking God for his blessings.

1969:  
STONE ARRIVES 
IN RENO

Stone also composed and arranged many choral works. 

At one point, he needed a choir for his performances 

and knew the best choir in Reno was from the Church 

of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. So, he wrote a piece 

for them, the “13 Articles of Faith,” which was formally 

conducted by the Mormon Tabernacle Choir Director 

Richard Condie. Additionally, Eugene Ormandy and the 

Philadelphia Orchestra recorded his transcription of 

Rimsky-Korsakov’s “Glory.”

According to Frank Campbell-Watson, former editor-

in-chief of Music Publishers Holding Corp., Stone’s 

personality, like his music, was “broad, expansive, 

versatile and human—and all reflected so clearly in 

the unusual concept found in his works.” In all, Stone 

composed and arranged more than 50 published songs. 

Stone’s wife of 21 years, Inge, told the Reno Evening 

Gazette, “He writes from Bach to boogie-woogie!”

13
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On a Friday before the first weekend in August 1969, 

Stone contacted the UNR Music department and some 

musicians agreed to play for him. He then introduced 

himself to Iris Maytan at Maytan Music Center. Maytan 

was a cornerstone of the music world in Reno as a 

teacher and performer. He told her, “I want to start a 

regular symphony here. Would you get me players? The 

first rehearsal is at 2 o’clock in the afternoon.” Maytan, 

a bit taken back, finally convinced Stone to wait until 

the next day. 

At that first rehearsal in the Musicians’ Union Hall on 

Taylor Street, the local performers included musicians 

from casino showrooms, the university’s music 

department, and high school orchestras and bands. 

Experienced bassist Lani Oelerich said most of the club 

musicians in town were dying to play good music and 

welcomed Stone warmly. 

Many teenagers performed with the orchestra, 

including then 14-year-old tuba player Russ Dickman 

and 15-year-old trumpeter Paul Lenz. Stone recruited 

teenage musicians from school orchestras and private 

teachers, including French hornist Cathy Zarker, oboist 

Andrea Lenz, English horn player Marianne Maytan, and violinist Valerie Nelson. His approach was simply to say, “I need 

you.” Six-foot-three cellist Peter Lenz recalled Stone telling his principal cellist that Peter, at 13, “was such a little boy.” Stone 

heard that violinist Pat Uhlhorn’s young son, Garth McBride, was a very talented violinist. The conductor called Garth and told 

him to be at the next rehearsal. Peter Adlish heard the very first performance in 1969 when he was 12 years old. That concert 

inspired him to become a musician, and he joined the orchestra at 16 playing the French horn.

In 1975, during an unexpected blizzard, Stone asked 15-year-old bass player Julie Smyres Machado to join the orchestra, 

as none of the bassists he hired could get over Donner Pass. Machado described the concert in detail. “It was an all-Italian 

concert featuring the Pines of Rome. We were set up like an Italian orchestra, something new for all of us. It was wonderful, and 

I’ll never forget it or him.” These young people, scared as they were of the imposing Russian, appreciated the opportunity to 

learn and play. All stayed with the orchestra and most still perform.

A program from the early 1970s.

THE ORCHESTRA 
Stone used the “I need you” line on many of the players. 

Violinist Marilyn Sevilla was new to Reno and had not even 

auditioned for the conductor when Stone yanked her forward 

during rehearsal to be the concertmistress for the Rimsky-

Korsakov Russian Easter Overture, which she called “a real 

bear of a piece.” Cellist and French horn player John Lenz 

was just completing his graduate work at the New England 

Conservatory and did not feel comfortable joining the 

orchestra. He really got the “I need you” speech and couldn’t 

say no when Stone composed two pieces for the musician to 

play—one for each instrument.

In 1977, Stone unexpectedly asked another Reno musician, 

Van Vinikow, to perform the Bach double violin concerto 

with Harold Goddard. It was quite an experience for Vinikow, 

as he had only been in Reno a few weeks and was relatively 

unknown to Stone.

The maestro always wanted as many musicians in the 

orchestra as he could round up. If the piece did not include 

their instruments, he would, right there in rehearsals, augment 

the arrangement to include them. For example, he once added 

a saxophone to the score of a Tchaikovsky symphony.

Stone was committed to bringing a symphony to Reno no 

matter what it took. When he was unable to borrow two grand 

pianos for the opening concert, he purchased them and then 

needed to find a house big enough to hold both in his living 

room. He borrowed drums, timpani, and music stands from 

the Union Hall. To fill his orchestra, he brought in musicians 

from Stockton, Fresno, and Sacramento who had heard of the conductor’s reputation. 

Fortunately, the conductor amassed a fortune of his own and over the next 10 years invested 

$100,000 of his savings in keeping his orchestra alive.

To help with the finances, Stone forged a relationship with the local musicians’ union led by 

president Stan Rutherford. Together, they secured a substantial grant from the Recording 

Industries Music Performance Trust. In the early years, Stone also gained financial 

assistance from the Nevada Arts Council.

I admired him.  
He financed the 

orchestra and provided 
many of us with our first 
orchestral experiences.  
He was a mega-talent.

— Larry Machado, trumpeter

“

THE ORCHESTRA 

John Lenz, cello.   
Early 1970s. 

Van Vinikow, violin.  
Early 1970s.
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After two rehearsals, the fledgling Reno Philharmonic Symphony 

Orchestra gave its first performance at the Pioneer Center for the 

Performing Arts on Sunday, August 3, 1969, to a nearly sold-out 

house. This first concert was all George Gershwin music, with 

University of Nevada, Reno piano professor Dr. Ron Williams 

performing Rhapsody in Blue. Williams also performed piano duos 

with the maestro, playing three Gershwin tunes transcribed by 

Stone. The program included the one-year-old Sierra Boys Choir, 

which had already grown to include more than 100 young men. 

Adaire Taylor-Mathers, a dramatic soprano, and baritone, Stan Burk, 

were the other guest performers. 

These first concerts set the tone for the performances in Stone’s 

tenure—all more than three hours in length with 10 pieces often 

played before intermission. The repertoire was entirely at Stone’s 

whim. An oft-heard complaint was that the programs were too long 

and considered by many to lack enough serious music. There were 

so many pieces included in each concert that violinist Pat Uhlhorn 

recalled the program order was taped to the floor so “we would 

know what was coming next.” Often there would be pieces in those 

lists that the orchestra never practiced. Violinist Valerie Nelson 

recalled there were literally stacks of music on the stands.

Many musicians shared comments about Stone’s conducting style. 

Often, he would bring his outstretched arms down for the downbeat 

and yell, “Let’s go!” One musician said his straight arms went in a 

circle and the orchestra just had to figure out when to play. Oboist 

Andrea Lenz vividly remembers Stone turning around on the podium 

and leaning over the piano so he could watch the guest artist’s 

fingers. An oft-repeated story was of a conversation between Stone 

and concertmaster Vahe Khochayan, who became the conductor of 

the Reno Chamber Orchestra. Khochayan complained the musicians 

could not keep up with Stone’s fast tempo and that Mozart would be 

turning over in his grave at how Stone was conducting the pieces. 

Stone is said to have replied, “Mozart is dead. I am alive. Play it 

the way I tell you.” Several people mentioned Stone’s expressive 

eyebrows, which would send clear messages to the musicians when 

he was on the podium. 

THE FIRST  
CONCERTS

The first program of the Reno Philharmonic 
Symphony Orchestra. August 3, 1969. 

Because of Stone’s Hollywood and Broadway connections, he brought outstanding guest artists to Reno. On August 20, 1972, 

actor and singer Ed Ames narrated Copland’s Lincoln Portrait. In 1974, entertainer and comedian Jerry Lewis joined the 

orchestra as both conductor and performer.

The composition “Reno, Fantastic Reno” premiered in 1973 as a tribute to the Reno City Council. Stone composed the music, 

and Joanne de Longchamps wrote the lyrics.

In 1976, well-known blind composer 

and pianist George Shearing performed 

Mozart’s Piano Concerto No. 19 in F 

Major. Shearing was known for his 

classical performances and his suave 

and mellow sound appropriate for 

supper clubs.

As part of the symphony season, Stone 

occasionally included recitals. In 1976, 

one of the most famous pianists of that 

time, Jose Iturbi, played on Pioneer 

Center’s stage. He performed as both 

pianist and conductor with every 

major orchestra in the world. Revered 

flamenco guitarist Carlos Montoya gave 

a recital on April 24, 1977, when he 

improvised as he played melodies based 

on Spanish tradition and tunes.

Stone provided local musicians with 

great solo opportunities, including 

cellist John Lenz, pianist Ron Williams, 

violinist Virginia Tilton, trumpeter 

Ed Stanley, and soprano Naunie 

Gardner Steele. Even opera director 

Ted Puffer performed a few numbers. 

Stone liked to use northern Nevada 

celebrities as narrators. Politician 

William Raggio narrated the Lincoln 

THE GUEST ARTISTS 
AND SPECIAL 
THEMED CONCERTS

Stone’s gift to the City of Reno and the award 
received from the Reno City Council in 1973.
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Portrait, newspaperman Rollan Melton told the story in 

the El Retrato Del Libertador at the themed Simon Bolivar 

Festival concert, and first lady Carolyn O’Callaghan 

narrated the Jungle Book.

One of Stone’s first themed concerts in 1969 was a 

primarily Basque program. Taylor-Mather, Burk, and 

Williams were the soloists. Well-known Basque attorney 

Peter Echeverria translated Peter and the Wolf into 

Basque and narrated it during the concerts. Governor 

Paul Laxalt, himself Basque, held a follow-up command 

performance at the governor’s mansion.

In 1973, Stone conducted an all-Irish concert in honor 

of Governor Mike O’Callaghan. In 1976, acclaimed opera 

singer Maria Martino, a Stone favorite, performed in an 

all-Italian concert. In 1977, with Martino and the Reno 

Civic Chorus, the maestro performed a concert dedicated 

to Cyprus. The Greek-American concert featured many 

Greek compositions and a piece, Remember Cyprus, which 

Stone composed for this special occasion.

INGEBORG STONE
Initially Stone had very little help in putting together the 

logistics necessary for a performance. His biggest supporter 

was his beloved Inge and her fellow Stead Elementary School 

teacher Doris Nachtsheim. Together, they went all over town 

selling ads. They created and collated programs, sought 

donations, helped set up the music stands, and performed other 

tasks to prepare for a concert. Marilyn Marston can still vividly 

picture the way the program would arrive at Art Marston 

Printing. All the ads would be scotch-taped to pieces of paper 

ready to go. It was joked that Inge would wear out a pair of 

tennis shoes running all over town before each performance. 

Inge would also smooth out many of her husband’s rough 

edges. One of the Stone daughters told Nachtsheim, “To my 

mother, my father is a religion.”

In 1970, to help Inge, a guild was formed to support the 

efforts of the new organization. Under the leadership of Mrs. 

David Evans, the group concerned itself with addressing 

organizational and promotional issues facing the non-profit 

musical group. Even with extra help, Inge and Doris remained 

in charge of selling season tickets and program advertising.

In October 1975, the guild hosted a star-filled fund-

raising dinner at Harrah’s Reno Hotel and Casino. The 

main attractions were Governor Ronald Reagan and 

United States Senator Paul Laxalt who were good friends 

since they since they both served as governors. There 

was even speculation that Reagan might choose the event 

to announce his candidacy for president. 
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There are numerous stories to tell about Stone and 

his thick Russian accent. In his garage, filled floor-

to-ceiling with music, was a champagne-filled 

refrigerator. At his home, bubbly was the drink of 

choice. Guests often sat on the patio by his grand 

piano-shaped swimming pool, sipping their cocktails.

Next-door neighbors, Anita and her husband, the late 

Gene Sullivan, remembered sitting on their patio in the 

evening and listening to Stone and guest artists practice. 

They never knew when there would be a knock on their 

door telling them to join the party. Donna Hagerman, 

who was in the Stead Elementary carpool with Inge and 

Doris, still laughs about dropping Inge off after school 

and often finding Stone sound asleep in his car in the 

driveway where he could keep warm in the afternoon 

sun. One time Stone was talking about a musician friend 

who called himself a conductor. Stone said, “He doesn’t 

have an orchestra. I do. Therefore, I am the conductor.”

Several of those interviewed remembered the two 

tortoises that roamed the house and yard. Iris Maytan 

recalled one time the winds and brass sections had a 

special rehearsal at the Stone house. “We were seated 

all over the living room around the pianos, and one 

of the tortoises walked through and did his business 

right in the middle of the players. Without missing 

a beat, Stone yelled to Inge to come clean up the 

mess, which she did while we continued playing.”

Ron Williams recalled that sometimes his phone would 

ring and Stone would say, “Come over and make music.” 

The two would sit at the two pianos and play for hours. 

Of course, in Stone style, the scores were lying on the 

pianos and Williams had no say in what was played.

Violinist, Katherine Jerome, wrote in the 25th 

Anniversary Concert Program: “As a conductor, 

maestro Stone was often brusque and demanding but 

without a baton in his hands he was a different person. 

I remember the day I called to tell him I was getting 

married and I would no longer be playing with the 

orchestra…I still remember what he said in his accented 

English: ‘Congratulations! You’ll have to bring your 

husband over, and we’ll open a bottle of champagne.’”

THE STORIES

Stone with the famous aviator Bill Lear and friends, 1974.
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Both excitement and controversy filled Stone’s tenure in Reno. Carol Mousel, then 

vice president of the Sierra Arts Foundation, pondered that “without Stone, would 

there be a symphony now?” Musicians who played for him and members of the 

audience still feel that sense of gratitude—even though many did not particularly 

like his conducting style or selection of music.

Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and author Warren Lerude was the managing 

editor of the Reno Evening Gazette when Stone formed the orchestra. Lerude’s 

memories give a glimpse into the struggle over the best way to be respectful but 

truthful about Stone’s style. From Lerude’s point of view, “Reno had a bit of an 

inferiority complex about its cultural standing. The fact that the orchestra got 

started at all was a genuine sense of pride for the community. Anything that 

smacked of culture was a breakthrough.” Mark Oliva, one of Lerude’s reporters, 

had a different viewpoint. Oliva was well-trained in classical music and believed 

he had to describe the poor performance quality accurately. The compromise 

reached between editor and reporter was that Lerude would write favorable 

editorials about the symphony’s development, while Oliva would write what he 

considered to be accurate and mostly negative reviews.

The same conflict was evident in the Nevada State Journal. Its editorials praised 

the formation of the orchestra and its gift to the community, while reviewer Jack 

Neal wrote damning pieces. Both papers then were filled with letters to the editor 

that ripped apart the reviews for shredding this colorful man who was finally 

bringing classical music to the area.

Following another critical review in December 1971, audience 

member Karl Karrasch wrote the following in a letter to the 

editor: “As an enthusiastic supporter of the symphony, I say 

bravo to Maestro Stone and his wife Ingeborg for what they 

have done and are continuing to do. I say bravo to those 

dedicated people who are quietly at work behind the scenes 

trying to help the symphony succeed…I would suggest for 

opiners to find the good in every performance and emphasize 

it as strongly as you have been stressing the bad.”

It is surprising that none of the reviews took into account that 

the orchestra, along with the professionals from the university 

and the casinos, was composed of several novice high school 

students and some casino musicians who had little knowledge 

of classical music.

THE  
CONTROVERSY

I would rather fan the 
flame of creativity than, 
through undue criticism, 

extinguish it.

— An anonymous friend of Karl Karrasch 

“
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The following is a synopsis of an editorial by Bruce Bledsoe 

with the headline “The Dilemma, Reno Symphony Reviews Pose 

Perplexing Problem.”

In 1975, to counteract some of the criticism that Stone was running 

a one-man show, a board of directors was formed to help provide 

direction, manage business details, and establish a fundraising arm 

for the orchestra. Their commitment to raising money increased the 

amount of rehearsal time, resulting in higher quality performances, 

and larger concert audiences. But one time in a board meeting, Stone, 

in typical fashion, reminded them he was the chairman and fired the 

current president and appointed William Devine as the new president. 

“It is not easy, this Wednesday afternoon discussion of the Reno 

Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra and conductor Gregory 

Stone. Five editors and two music reviewers have sat at this 

table for almost two hours, trying to decide how to handle future 

reviews. After all this time, there is still no answer. They face 

a real dilemma: How to remain truthful about the orchestra’s 

shortcomings, yet not contribute to the destruction of the 

orchestra as a valuable asset …

There is tremendous respect for what Stone, as a single 

individual, has tried to accomplish for this community. There is 

respect for his early single-handed effort to create and sustain a 

community orchestra … There is admiration for the endless hours 

Stone has devoted to the orchestra, for the thousands of dollars 

he has unselfishly taken from his own pocket and spent on it.

But the reviews have been consistently unfavorable. Biting, 

derogatory. Stone is understandably infuriated. He feels betrayed.

One truth remains. This city needs a symphony orchestra. 

Without it, Reno can’t lay claim to a complete cultural scene. In 

almost every city, the symphony orchestra is the anchor of the 

music world … Losing it could be more than just a step backward. 

It could deflate the whole cultural boom here.”  

(“The Dilemma, Reno Symphony Reviews Pose Perplexing 

Problem,” Reno Evening Gazette, August 7, 1975)
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Stone was able to express his feelings and get in the last 

word in his book Sense and Nonsense in Music as shown in 

the following excerpt: “Brendan Behan, the quixotic Irish 

playwright, defined critics with the trenchant incisive 

words: ‘Critics are like eunuchs. They know how it is done, 

they see it done, but they can’t do it themselves, and this 

makes them nasty.’”

Ron Daniels, the conductor who followed Stone, shared: 

“The reviews and lack of support for Stone were very 

discouraging for him. We chatted around it, but the 

conversation was, and check this with anyone who knew 

him, hands in the air above his shoulders, eyebrows 

up and a ‘what did you expect/that’s the way it goes’ 

expression with a comic smile.” 

While all these conversations were going on, Stone had 

a good offer to conduct the Orquestra de Colombia in 

Bogota. The two concerts were successful, and he became 

the temporary conductor for the 70-member conservatory 

chorus. He was highly respected in Latin America, 

and could easily have decided to move to the southern 

hemisphere. Instead, after the tour, he returned to Reno.

Nevertheless, the ongoing struggle with the press and 

some of the musicians took a toll on Stone, and with his 

full support, in 1978, a search began for a new conductor. 

On August 5, 1979, the maestro conducted his final 

performance with the Reno Phil to an enthusiastic crowd. 

It was a musical success as all of Reno’s top performers 

joined the orchestra for this last concert that included two 

of Stone’s own compositions. The Reno Evening Gazette on 

August 7, 1979, wrote: “The Maestro took his final bow 

to what may be the longest and loudest standing ovation 

in Reno concert history.” In 1980, he, Ingeborg, and his 

massive music library left for Spain where he lived out his 

remaining days. Stone died June 11, 1991, in Madrid. 

An article in the Nevada State Journal on June 14, 1991, 

provides a perfect synopsis of Stone and his dream.

“If you walk into the empty Pioneer Theater, you can 

see him there yet, hair awry, eyes staring grandly 

down his nose, baton at the ready. A man obsessed by a 

dream—a dream that eventually became the dream of a 

city. Somewhere an instrument makes its final tune-up. 

Someone coughs. Latecomers hurry down the aisle. The 

audience leans forward, hushed, expectant. Begin maestro.”

“Neither dissidence nor rebellion played any role in the formation of our orchestra. 

The chamber orchestra was not formed in any manner intended to oppose or 

compete with any other music in this area, and, in reality, by its very nature would 

not compete, because it is different … Please respect the musicians who have formed 

the Reno Chamber Orchestra, by themselves, as individuals attempting to bring to 

northern Nevada, another new, major artistic organization, rather than casting us 

wrongfully as one group in revolt against another.”

To further the disparagement of Stone, in 1975, Khochayan, with a corps of classically-

trained club and university musicians, started the Reno Chamber Orchestra. The new 

chamber orchestra’s larger audiences amplified the gossip that it would precipitate the 

demise of the Reno Phil. Khochayan, with help from a friend, as he did not speak English 

well, wrote a letter to the editor included in the Reno Evening Gazette on August 13, 1975.

Vahe Khochayan, 1975.
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Drama filled the two-year transition period as Gregory 

Stone prepared to retire to Spain in the summer of 1979. 

The Reno Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra was in 

poor financial straits. Dr. John Carrico, the head of the 

University of Nevada, Reno music department, strongly 

believed northern Nevada needed a resident symphony 

orchestra and wasn’t willing to let it die when Stone left. 

He approached Ron Caya, the director of the Nevada Arts 

Council, for guidance. Caya recommended a talented 

young conductor working in the Bay Area, Ron Daniels. 

From late 1978 to 1979, Carrico talked several times to 

Daniels, who was then the conductor and music director 

for the Contra Costa Symphony.

1978-1980:  
THE TRANSITION

In the spring of 1979, Carrico arranged with Caya for 

Daniels to come to Reno for a three-day consultancy for 

the Nevada Arts Council. The conductor met with 40 

business leaders, university personnel, and musicians who 

agreed that an orchestra was vital to the community, and 

it could financially support one. Based on those meetings, 

a grant was submitted to the arts council even though 

the organization had stopped funding the orchestra for 

several years because of its low artistic quality. However, 

because the council and the community now believed 

the orchestra could turn around, the Reno Phil received 

$9,500 to re-establish itself and plan a significant 

marketing and subscription campaign.

Fifty years later, Renoites still celebrate Stone 
for the gift he gave to our community. Many 
musicians were recipients of the annual 
Gregory Stone award. It was one way he 
encouraged young musicians to pursue their 
passion. Music was his life. It is appropriate 
that Stone said, as a way of epitaph: “Once I’m 
gone, I just want people to remember there 
was a fool named Gregory Stone who started a 
symphony orchestra in Reno.”

We do remember, and we remain grateful.

WE STILL REJOICE
Meanwhile, in 1978, Marion Wells, wife of well-known 

architect Hewitt Wells, founded a fledgling group called 

the Nevada Symphonic Association. On several occasions, 

as a member of the Nevada Arts Council, she demanded 

that Stone step down. He steadfastly refused to do so, and 

she then created her own orchestra. Marion realized that 

she would be unable to assemble an orchestra composed 

of Nevadans who met her standards. She announced that, 

except for a very few locals such as John Lenz, she would 

solely use outside musicians and conductors to provide 

the quality music she felt was so sorely lacking. The Reno 

Philharmonic Symphony Board labeled her attempts a rebel 

reaction to her dislike of Stone. The Musician’s Union Local 

368 got involved when Marion wanted to pay the performers 

less than agreed upon union wages, forcing her to cancel 

her remaining concerts. Marcia Growdon, then executive 

director of the Nevada Museum of Art, reflected that “all the 

arts were scrambling for money. I thought she was out of her 

mind. The whole situation was a fiasco.”

The two Reno newspaper critics disagreed over the issue of 

two symphonies. Jack Neal in the morning paper favored the 

Nevada Symphonic Association because of the quality of the 

conductors and musicians. For example, on September 29, 

1979, he wrote, “Terence Frazor…has just lit up our artistic 

horizons with a minor musical miracle by molding a new 

orchestra into a remarkably artistic ensemble. He’s just what 

Reno needs.”

Mark Oliva wrote a lengthy article in the Reno Evening 

Gazette on September 30, 1979, clearly laying out that 

the orchestra under the aegis of Daniels would be the 

better choice. “The NSA has served its purpose; it has 

forced the Reno Philharmonic to come of age. The Reno 

Philharmonic is now ready to serve in ways the NSA simply 

cannot.” Finally, in late September 1979, the two competing 

orchestras merged, a negotiation significantly helped by 

Wells’ resignation. The Nevada Symphonic Association faded 

away. John Lenz referred to it as “just a flash in the pan.”

On June 4, 1979, Daniels met with Bill Devine, the president 

of the Reno Philharmonic Symphony Association, who was 

as committed as Caya and Carrico to continuing Stone’s 

vision. Daniels developed a $150,000 budget and had several 

ideas on how to fund it. 

Daniels started work as the manager in late August 

1979. By Gregory Stone’s farewell concert on August 

5, 1979, Daniels had relocated to Reno and was busy 

raising money and initiating the marketing campaign. 

Importantly, he was able to resolve much of the 

infighting that plagued the orchestra and had prevented 

several of the better local musicians from playing. He 

immediately made several positive business decisions. 

He moved concerts from Sunday afternoons to Tuesday 

evenings when the showrooms were dark. He planned 

a five-concert series, not just soloist recitals. That first 

season was scheduled to run from January 15 to May 20, 

1980. The musical selections for the concerts included 

an all-classical repertoire, something Stone received 

criticism for not doing.

Daniels designed a series of performances to draw larger 

audiences. He also highlighted the musical talents of 

northern Nevada and showed that the musical arts 

community could work together. Daniels conducted the 

opening and closing concerts. The University of Nevada, 

Reno’s John Lenz, Reno Chamber Orchestra’s Khochayan 

and Nevada Opera director Ted Puffer completed the 

series. Puffer performed Verdi’s massive Requiem, 

combining the orchestra with the opera chorus. 

Stone was relieved when Daniels moved to Reno. 

In an interview in Reno Magazine, he said, “He was 

recommended to me as an outstanding musician. As one 

conductor feeling about another, I have the intuition that 

he is the right man for the orchestra. He is young, and 

he has a great business sense. I have only heard the best 

things about him.” Warren Lerude, at that time the editor 

of the Reno Evening Gazette, said Daniels was “a real pro 

to come to our nice little town, and he knew it was his job 

to bring into fruition what Gregory had started.” 

Daniels conducted that first performance to a sold-out 

house. Tickets were $6.50 for a single performance and 

$25.00 for the season. Following the initial show, a joyous 

Stone walked down the aisle, leading the applause. On 

January 17, 1980, the Nevada State Journal quoted that 

Stone said, “Ron Daniels appearing on the musical scene 

is almost prophetic…I have to use a quotation about 

Julius Caesar: He came, he saw. And he conquered.” The 

transition was complete.
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When Ron Daniels became the second conductor of the Reno Philharmonic Symphonic 

Orchestra, there was nothing in place to support it. The players were leery of being involved. 

The board had no legal standing. The audience was small. There were no records and, most 

of all, there was no money. Daniels recalled, “It was difficult to wade through the morass. 

There was not even any equipment or mailing list, nothing but an old Olivetti typewriter.”

The 35 year old faced many obstacles quickly and simultaneously. He had to improve the 

orchestra’s sound and play music people wanted to hear. He had to find people to raise 

money and spread the name of the Reno Phil. He needed an audience. It became clear that 

Daniels’ personality and passion made him the right person for the job.
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Daniels was born on August 19, 1943, in San Mateo, California 

shortly after his family moved from Boise, Idaho. Primarily 

of English and Danish descent, his ancestors immigrated to 

the United States in the 1840s and ‘50s. They were recent 

converts to the new and growing religion of the Church of 

Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Daniels’ parents and uncles 

were devout Mormons, which played an important role in his 

young musical upbringing.

He sang before he could talk, and, at the age of five, he started 

taking piano lessons at seven every Monday morning. As a 

child, he learned how to conduct hymns. His parents believed 

the church would need pianists and organists and they 

prepared their son to fill that need.

He knew he wanted to become a conductor by the time he was 10 years old. His family had a few classical 

records including Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, Brahms’ First Piano Concerto, and Ferde Grofe’s Grand 

Canyon Suite. On Thursday evenings, when his parents attended choir practice, he had the house to 

himself. He would turn on a record, look out the home’s picture window and, in his imagination, conduct 

the New York Philharmonic on one side of the room and the Chicago Symphony on the other.

By this time, Daniels also played viola in the school district orchestra because he knew how to read the 

alto clef. He continued to play the viola and the piano during high school. His music teacher nurtured 

Daniels’ desire to conduct and allowed him to do so for school musicals. 

Music filled Daniels’ high school days. In addition to regular school activities, he studied violin and piano 

on Saturdays at the Peninsula Conservatory of Music. He began arranging music and put together a string 

ensemble that performed around the Bay Area. He even put together a group to perform big band music 

for weddings and bar mitzvahs. 

To please his father, Daniels studied at San Francisco State University to become a music teacher. Then, 

an event changed his life. He spent four months working as part of a sailing boat crew going to Tahiti. The 

journey provided many hours for him to mull over his life. He decided not to become a teacher as he knew 

he wanted to be a conductor. As he put it, “For the first time I became in charge of my own compass.”

THE MAN

Because of that trip, he left San Francisco State and 

entered the San Francisco Conservatory of Music. He 

earned his Bachelor’s Degree in conducting in 1968 and 

then continued studying conducting and piano. Daniels 

remembers his piano teacher, Vladimir Brennen, as 

being about three feet tall with a Camel cigarette 

hanging from his lip. Brennen greatly influenced 

Daniels’ life, and the young man eventually boarded 

with him. The student had a significant advantage as a 

pianist, with long fingers that could reach an octave and 

a fifth. Nevertheless, even with five hours of practice 

a day, both teacher and student knew that Daniels 

would never be a renowned concert pianist and that 

conducting would be his profession.

During his time at the conservatory, Daniels was 

drafted. He elected to serve in the Marine Corps. When 

asked to put down a religion on the forms, he wrote 

“Mahlerite” because of his love for Gustav Mahler’s 

music. He reported in 1966, but in basic training he 

developed swelling of the knee. He recovered and 

went back to Camp Pendleton for more training. He 

recalled that his knee again “swelled up like a balloon” 

and he was taken to the nearest hospital, treated, and 

discharged—just five days short of six months.

After returning to the conservatory, Daniels served as the 

music director of the San Francisco Opera Guild Talent 

Bank and conducted the Richmond Symphony Chorus 

and the San Francisco Medical Society Orchestra. He 

also apprenticed to the Oakland Symphony with noted 

conductor Gerhard Samuel. There he had the opportunity 

to meet illustrious composers Igor Stravinsky and 

Charles Ives. These two men influenced Daniels’ growing 

love of contemporary music, and he formed the San 

Francisco New Music Ensemble to perform innovative 

compositions. 

Daniels remained with the Richmond Symphony until 

he completed his education at the conservatory in 1968. 

He then became the conductor of the University of 

California Berkeley Chamber Singers and the musical 

director of the Musical Arts of West Contra Costa 

County. When those groups were not performing, he 

received conducting fellowships to Tanglewood and 

Aspen and completed the American Symphony Orchestra 

League Management Program. 

Meanwhile, the Contra Costa Symphony went through a 

transformation and was ready to become a professional 

orchestra. From 1976 to 1978, with the help of a grant 

from the U.S. Comprehensive and Performing Act, 

and with just three employees, Daniels assembled 

an orchestra. Each musician hired passed a rigorous 

audition. He also pulled together a dynamic board of 

directors and with their financial support the orchestra 

performed in four locations. Nevertheless, it was clear, 

like several other small orchestras in California, raising 

money was difficult and the Contra Costa Symphony 

would soon close its doors.

During this time, Daniels was a finalist in the 

international search for an assistant director of the San 

Francisco Symphony under Seiji Ozawa and another 

position in Pasadena. Instead, Daniels decided to come to 

Reno and rebuild an orchestra.

Ron Daniels, mid 1980s.   
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The Reno Phil’s first five-concert season in 1980 became a turning point. The marketing campaign funded by the Nevada 

Arts Council succeeded. Attendance significantly increased. This was the first ever season ticket campaign, and 65 percent 

of the seats were sold on subscription for the first concert. The concerts were dedicated to University of Nevada, Reno 

professor John Carrico who had been influential in bringing Daniels to Reno. Sadly, Carrico died in 1979 before he could see 

his dream about the orchestra realized.

Following that first concert on January 15, 1980, Reno Evening Gazette reviewer Mark Oliva wrote: “Reno began a new artistic 

decade with a virtual miracle Tuesday night…That the symphony sold out is significant enough. That it was the kind of 

concert which unquestionably deserved a sellout and the standing ovation led by retired former Maestro Gregory Stone is 

far more significant.”

In addition to achieving musical success, that first 

season brought two significant individuals into 

Daniels’ professional life. Several days after the 

second concert, retired Anheuser Busch executive 

John Flanigan walked into the orchestra’s one-room 

office and said, “Mr. Daniels, I understand you need 

some money.” Within a few weeks, Flanigan became 

president and assembled a board of community 

movers and shakers. Under his leadership, the Reno 

Philharmonic quickly moved to a more sophisticated 

administrative style. Flanigan gathered donations from 

almost anyone willing to meet with him, including 

Barron Hilton. Laughingly, Nancy Flanigan recalled 

that the orchestra benefitted because “John so hated 

opera, but he wanted to do something in the arts to 

keep his wife happy, and he felt he could just come in, 

and straighten the Reno Phil out.” Kris Coppa, a close 

friend, knew that whenever she met someone new at a 

party at Flanigan’s, they were being wooed to donate 

money to the Reno Phil. Susan Frank, Flanigan’s right 

hand, recalled that “John could have people feel it was 

a blessing to give to the orchestra.”

THE EARLY 
YEARS

Daniels was a terrific 
salesperson. He built up 
the name and popularity.

— Marianne Maytan, oboist

“

We owe him a lot.
— Ed Kleiner, board member

“

In March, Daniels met with Young Audiences board 

president Fran Warden about creating a support 

group to present youth concerts. From this meeting, 

a hardworking and committed Reno Philharmonic 

Guild developed. Sharon Parsons-Potter, a member 

of the management team, remembers that Warden 

was “hell-bent on having a league,” which quickly 

supplied volunteers to help in the office and at 

concerts. Warden was so successful with her work 

with Young Audiences and with the orchestra that 

in 1980 she received the Governor’s Arts Award.

In Daniels’ second season, he conducted three of 

the five concerts and, in the spring of 1981, Daniels 

officially became the music director and a search 

for a manager began.

I understand you 
need money.

— John Flanigan, first board president

“

1979-1980 Operating budget. 
Sharon Parsons-Potter, Management at 
a Reno Philharmonic Guild event, 1980s. 

John Flanigan.
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Daniels worked in the old A-frame building on South 

Virginia Street by the Pioneer Center for the Performing 

Arts. In the space next to him, was a young, long-

time Nevadan, Edward Parsons, Jr., who was the 

executive director of Young Audiences and Junior 

Achievement. Parsons believed Daniels handled too 

much minutiae and in April 1981 he shared with his 

wife Sharon Parsons-Potter an idea to form a non-profit 

management company. Parsons-Potter’s expertise in 

marketing seemed a natural fit. She believed Daniels’ 

appearance, talent, and charm added personality to the 

Reno Phil that would be easy to promote.

The marketing people loved Daniels’ appearance—

especially his hair. Many concert program covers, 

brochures, and advertisements featured his impressive 

mane of curls. “His hair belonged on a podium,” said 

clarinetist David Ehrke. Violinist Carol Parkhurst went 

even farther when she said sometimes it looked like 

Daniel had a halo around his head. Joe Venuto, then 

principal percussionist, said his favorite story about 

Daniels’ appearance was when a Yerington police officer 

stopped the conductor for speeding near Fort Churchill. 

The officer scrutinized Daniels and asked him what he 

did for a living. When Daniels replied that he was the 

conductor of the Reno Phil, the officer stepped back, 

looked at the maestro and said, “You look like one.” 

James Butkowski and Amy Booth remembered their 

first concerts when they were six or seven years old. 

Abashedly, both confessed that all they could remember 

was his hair. The combination of his hair, physical 

appearance, and, as oboist Marianne Maytan described 

it, “His terrific salesperson style,” helped promote the 

concerts.

Parsons and Parsons-Potter believed they were the 

right people to market Daniels. On April 12, 1980, 

they pitched Flanigan to have their new company, 

Management Development Associates, handle the 

administrative and marketing aspects of the association, 

and they were hired. 

THE NEXT STAGE

The Reno symphony’s 
new director is 

poised, professional, 
and above all 

efficient.
 — Jeanne Church, 

Reno Magazine, February 1980

“

I adored him. 
He gave his all.
— Jo Ann Coy, board president

“

On April 23 and 24, 1981, Daniels, with the help of 

Washoe County School Districts’ director of music Gerda 

Hemenway, conducted the first Young People’s Concerts for 

fourth graders—a tradition that has lasted and significantly 

grown to the present time. Violinist Paula Lenz said, “One 

of the conductor’s greatest contributions was the start of 

the youth concerts—he was absolutely great with the kids.” 

On April 28, 1981, Daniels conducted the closing concert of 

his second season. 

It is impressive to consider the accomplishments within 

18 months of Daniels’ move to Reno. Ten classic concerts 

were performed to a better than 75 percent full house. 

Season tickets were sold. Daniels’ name and image were 

known throughout the Truckee Meadows. The name of 

the orchestra changed to the simpler Reno Philharmonic 

Association now affectionately called the Reno Phil. 

John Flanigan arrived with all his status and financial 

backing and put together a board of community leaders. 

Management was in place. The dynamic Fran Warden 

created the Reno Philharmonic Guild, and the first Young 

People’s Concerts were performed during school time 

with the school district paying for the busses. These 

accomplishments were recognized in 1981 when Daniels, 

Flanigan, and Parsons received the Nevada Arts Council 

Award for Excellence. 

Ron looked, talked 
and acted like a 

conductor.
— Warren Lerude,  

Reno Evening Gazette editor

“

Advertisements from local businesses in the concert 
program guides featuring Ron Daniel’s famous hair. 
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THE
ORCHESTRA
Daniels’s priority was to assemble an orchestra of the 

caliber of the one he had in Contra Costa County. First, 

the orchestra needed more rehearsal time. He instituted 

section rehearsals, which immediately improved 

performance quality. Also, before each concert, he held 

an early rehearsal for the principal string players to do 

bowings, set tempi, and get a feel for his interpretations 

before full orchestra rehearsals began.

Second, musicians had to audition. By the end of the 

Stone era, practically anyone who wanted to play was 

hired. Daniels did not accept this. He held auditions, 

allowing him to excuse players who did not meet his 

standards and get a clear picture of the competence of 

the rest. Cellist Karen Stout-Gardner vividly remembers 

those auditions. “The temperature in the Pioneer was 

near zero, and I kept running into the bathroom to run 

my hands under warm water while waiting my turn.” 

Others recalled nervously returning to the Pioneer 

Center after the auditions to look at the lists posted on 

the wall. Several were disappointed, but Daniels had 

his orchestra. Once the auditions were completed, there 

could be no more excuses for poor playing. Violinist 

Valerie Nelson remembered, “We were expected to be 

prepared for rehearsal. Period. He forced us to be more 

disciplined.” The musicians felt they were now a regular 

professional ensemble, not just a pick-up orchestra.

Pat Uhlhorn, violinist and librarian, recalled “the players 

knew the maestro had great faith in them and was proud 

to be their conductor.” They believed he was passionate 

about the music and his ideas were exciting. He was 

always available to them and quickly became known for 

his sense of humor. Violinist Van Vinikow exclaimed 

that Daniels’ “ready laughs and chuckles endeared him.” 

Trumpeter Larry Machado loved the way the maestro 

was with the orchestra. “He was very creative which 

showed in the repertoire and the places we went,” 

Machado said. “The orchestra was more of a family. 

He really unified us,” said clarinetist and orchestra 

personnel manager CJ Walters. Carol Parkhurst well 

summed up Daniels’ contribution to the orchestra, 

“He took the motley crew we were and turned us into 

something noteworthy.”

Daniels served as a role model for many young 

musicians. As a junior in high school, violinist Bruce 

McBeth was invited to play in a concert and felt like he 

had made it to the big time. A few years later, McBeth 

took a middle school student named Dustin Budish to 

watch a rehearsal of Beethoven’s Ninth. Budish decided 

someday he would play with the orchestra. At 17, he 

started subbing. He dreamt of playing the Walton Viola 

Concerto, and he was backstage in a corner playing 

some section of it when Daniels poked his head in the 

door to say, “Sounds good, really good.” In 2015, Budish 

performed the piece to great acclaim. 

There is an oft-repeated story among the musicians 

involving hair. One concert, Cellist Rita Haun arrived 

with a patch of her hair sprayed purple. Then, in a 

joking manner, she sprayed the hair of several other 

musicians. At the end of the concert, Daniels turned 

to the audience, smiled and bowed, then turned back 

to the orchestra and sternly said, “If you ever do 

anything like this again, you will never play in the 

orchestra ever.” He, with a smile on his face, quickly 

turned around again to face the audience for additional 

applause. At the next rehearsal, nearly every member of 

the orchestra wore something purple from neckties, to 

shirts, to hair bows. 

Daniels had a compassionate side that many of the 

musicians experienced and appreciated—none more 

than concertmaster Won Bin Yim. One stormy winter 

eve, the violinist was returning to Reno from giving a 

recital in Carson City when his car skidded off the road 

and overturned in Washoe Valley. He was seriously 

injured, but he dragged himself through the fields to a 

house where he woke the inhabitants who called 911. 

Won Bin remembered that Daniels got to the hospital as 

quickly as he could and stayed through the night until 

the concertmaster stabilized. 

Scott Bergstrom from Starsound Audio worked closely 

with Daniels on many projects. He respected the 

conductor’s intensity and capacity to pick out the tiniest 

flaws and align them. “Daniels was one of the most 

brilliant people I know.”

As is typical with a conductor, musicians always find 

something about which to complain. Some said Daniels 

occasionally had difficulty expressing what he wanted. 

Others commented that he wasn’t always very patient. 

From time to time, he gave the musicians so much 

information about the composers and the pieces that 

several felt he wasted rehearsal time.

Nevertheless, there was no question that as Daniels and 

the orchestra gained experience with each other, the 

performance quality dramatically improved.

My favorite piece 
is whatever we are 

working on.

— Barbara McMeen, musician

“
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THE CONCERTMASTERS
Both the musicians and the conductor grew with support from the tremendous talent of the concertmasters during Daniels’ 

20 years as maestro. A concertmaster is the most important person in the orchestra and ensures that the strings are playing as 

one voice, sometimes by coordinating bowing throughout the string sections. Generally, the concertmaster is the most skilled 

string player, learns music quickly and is a good leader. 

Four people served as concertmaster during Daniels’ tenure. First 

came Roy Malan, concertmaster for the San Francisco Ballet and 

lecturer at the University of California, Santa Cruz. Born in South 

Africa, Malan began his long relationship with the violin at age 

three. He studied in London with Yehudi Menuhin and at both The 

Juilliard School in New York City and the Curtis Institute of Music 

in Philadelphia. At Curtis, Malan began his long friendship with 

the brilliant violinist Efram Zimbalist about whom he would later 

write a book. In the late 1970s, the Philadelphia Enquirer reported 

that Malan had “virtuosity and technical brilliance, a soloist who 

shadows the scintillating panache of Heifetz.” Malan with his 

longtime friend, pianist Robin Sutherland, founded the Telluride 

Musicfest, a chamber music festival held each summer in Colorado.

A review in the January 16, 1980, Reno Evening Gazette set the stage for the vital role Malan played. The violinist “decided to 

share in our glory, taking the Reno concertmaster seat and doing a marvelously fine job in the past week of drawing out the 

cream of Daniels’ already fine accomplishments.” In the combined Nevada State Journal, Reno Evening Gazette Sunday paper on 

January 20, 1980, Mark Oliva continued, “It’s unusual anywhere for a developing albeit professional community symphony to 

draw an important recording artist of Malan’s caliber as the internal head of an orchestra.”

Reno’s own Marilyn Sevilla followed Malan. Sevilla, unless deathly ill, 

never missed playing in a Reno Philharmonic classical concert until 

she retired in 2016. She filled in as concertmaster when Malan was 

gone and then took the job full-time when Malan returned to the Bay 

Area. Growing up in Oakland, Sevilla played the violin from an early 

age and began playing with the Oakland Symphony when she was 14. 

She graduated from the College of the Pacific with a degree in music 

and was the concertmaster of the college orchestra. Sevilla began her 

professional career as a music teacher in California. In 1967, Sevilla 

joined the orchestra for the summer Carmel Bach Festival where she 

played until 2006.

In 1968, she and her violist husband Fidel decided to “give the 

showrooms a try” and moved to Lake Tahoe for two years. They then 

moved to Reno where they were with the Harrah’s Reno house band 

for nearly three decades. One of the couple’s great joys was the chance 

to play the classical music they had been trained to perform with the 

Reno Phil. 

Roy Malan, first concertmaster. 

Marilyn Sevilla.

Sevilla was one of the co-founders of the Reno Chamber Orchestra in 1975 and 

was president of Young Audiences for several years. She and Fidel received the 

1990 Amicus Familiae Award by the Chamber Orchestra for encouraging the 

growth of classical music in Reno. Scott Faulkner, former Executive Director 

of the Reno Chamber Orchestra and Reno Phil bassist, acknowledged her as a 

“Reno music legend.”

Third in line was Won Bin Yim, a native of Korea. Before he came to Reno, he 

was the concertmaster of the Wichita Symphony Orchestra and first violinist 

of the Fairmount String Quartet. When he completed his doctorate at Juilliard, 

he was offered a position as a violin instructor at the University of Nevada, 

Reno. Part of the agreement stated that, in addition to teaching, he would 

be concertmaster for both the Reno Phil and the Reno Chamber Orchestra. 

Sevilla remembered that Won Bin felt terrible when he realized his arrival in 

Reno would remove her as concertmaster for the orchestra. “My birthday was 

soon after he arrived, and he came to rehearsal with a cup filled with flowers 

for me,” she said. Musicians and students described his talent and his gentle, 

unassuming character. There was sadness when Won Bin left Reno to teach 

and perform at the University of Cincinnati where he has remained.

The fourth concertmaster was Philip Ruder, who, before retiring in 2012, 

remained in the position for the last five years of the Daniels era, all through 

the contract of the next conductor, Barry Jekowsky, and for a few years of 

Laura Jackson’s tenure. Ruder was born and raised in Chicago. As a young 

Jewish boy in the 1940s, it was a challenge to become a classical musician 

like Heifetz and Rubenstein. The prodigy began violin lessons at five. At 

12, he performed a Mozart violin concerto with the Chicago Symphony. He 

started college at Northwestern University but went on to Hartt College of 

Music in Hartford, Connecticut to earn his Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees. 

After completing his education, he became the concertmaster with the New 

Orleans Philharmonic, the North Carolina School of the Arts, and the Dallas 

Symphony before he settled in with the Cincinnati Orchestra for 21 years. 

While concertmaster with that orchestra, he played 20 solos.

Ruder wanted to move to a place where he could perform, teach, hike, 

and enjoy the outdoors, and an opening at UNR provided him with all 

four. He taught, conducted, performed with UNR’s Argenta Trio and was 

concertmaster and soloist for both the chamber orchestra and the Reno Phil.

Carol Parkhurst, a violinist, struggled to describe Ruder. “I have never been able to articulate what made him such a good 

concertmaster. Somehow Philip communicated with his body. The most amazing concertmaster and leader I have ever seen. 

Also, he was such a fine player.” Pianist and UNR professor James Winn wrote, “The thing I liked best about Philip…is his 

easy-going temperament. As a man of enormous talent, he would have been entitled to a prima donna ego of gargantuan 

proportions. Instead, he’s always been the most generous of colleagues.” Violist Virginia Tilton believed “Philip changed the 

orchestra forever because of the caliber of his university students and the raw talent he had.” Ruder’s influence is still felt as 

he taught present concertmaster, Ruth Lenz. 

Won Bin Yim.

Philip Ruder.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
No matter how good the conductor and orchestra, the Phil 

could not continue without the community volunteer support 

provided by the board of trustees. During Daniels’ 20 years as 

music director of the Reno Phil, the list of board of trustees’ 

members read like the “Who’s Who” of the Truckee Meadows. 

The story must begin with John 

Flanigan, who would serve as 

board president for eight years. 

He was such a powerhouse 

among the more affluent set 

in Reno, that when he asked, 

people just did what he wanted. 

Flanigan and Daniels became 

a close duo. Nancy Flanigan 

remembered that her husband 

studied all kinds of books and listened for hours to tapes of 

classical music so that he could have intellectually accurate 

conversations with the maestro.

Attorney Bob Armstrong served on the board in two different 

decades. In his first term, he made the Reno Philharmonic 

Association a legal entity and enabled it to seek more 

government and grant money. Armstrong, like others who 

served on the initial board, expressed that Flanigan did not 

suffer fools. Another trustee, Elaine Frankovich, recalled that 

‘’when you did things with John, you did it his way.”

That first group of trustees included TJ Day, Dr. Don Mousel, 

Lloyd Dyer, Irene Fenton, Jacques Morvay, John Sande III, Phil 

Rose, Jacqueline Springer, David Buckman, Barbara Brunet, 

Frances Warden, and Marilyn Drendel. Each represented 

prestige and wealth. Their talents and personal contacts 

attracted more people to attend concerts and support the 

orchestra with donations and volunteer efforts. Mousel, who 

also considered himself “a Mahlerite,” was important because 

of his incredible knowledge of classical music. Mousel and 

the maestro worked well together to plan repertoire. Elaine 

Frankovich recalled, “Mousel always gave the board wonderful 

reports about the music that was to be played and could excite 

us about the upcoming performances.” 

The organization was off to a respectable start. In 1983, 

the Reno Philharmonic Foundation was established to 

guarantee a stable income for the symphony in the face 

of fluctuations in the economy, personal giving, and 

government support of the arts. The Honorable Robert 

Schouweiler served as the first chairman and attorney 

John Sande III, banker William Hull, and leading arts 

advocate Kathryn Hawkins along with Flanigan were 

members.

In 1992, Flanigan and TJ Day contacted attorney Michael 

Rosenauer to set up a trust that would be an emergency 

fund for both management and orchestra costs. Working 

with fellow attorney James Sanford, the two lawyers 

came up with the name for the trust that Flanigan loved. 

Sanford’s property was located next to Flanigan’s “zoo,” 

which contained llamas, goats, a pony or two, geese, cats 

and dogs, and two very lazy Texas Longhorn bulls. These 

bulls had no idea they would be memorialized in the 

name of the trust—the Bulldozer Trust.

Musicians and audience members were thankful to 

Flanigan for another reason. With Daniels, the two 

designed the first ever shell on the stage to improve 

acoustics. Flanigan paid for building the structure, and 

the improvement in the musical sound was immediate. 

Flanigan remained at the helm for eight years, 

with attorney Bruce Leslie, Dr. William Williams 

(affectionately called Dr. Ditto), Eric Hansen and JoAnn 

Coy following.

John Flanigan was full of life. 
He was adamant about his 
feelings about the Reno Phil, 
and he never wavered.

— Ron Zurek, board member

“

John Flanigan,  
first board president.

Jack Fegely was a Renaissance man.

— JoAnn Zurek, board member“

Nevertheless, there were ups and downs in the Reno 

Phil’s finances and management. There was turmoil with 

musician negotiations. Several players described them 

as rough. They felt they won when a musician was added 

to the board of trustees and lost when they did not get 

the guest conductor they wanted each season. There was 

friction between the maestro and management over the 

balance of repertoire costs and good business sense. The 

financial situation was grim.

In 1993, Jack Fegely became 

the second champion of the 

Reno Phil. From the time of 

his arrival in Reno, he was 

involved with the orchestra 

and became close friends 

with Daniels. Administrative 

Assistant Cheryl Katzmark 

recalled her first sight of 

Fegely vividly. “Our offices 

were in Independence Square, and I looked out the 

window to see a man get out of a shiny white Corvette, 

and he was dressed from head to feet in white. New to 

the area, he came to the office to make his first donation 

of $250. None of us had any idea that he would later 

increase that amount to half a million dollars. He was the 

best leader I ever worked with.”

The Reno Philharmonic Association attorney, Michael 

Rosenauer, said: “Jack had the horsepower to solve 

problems.” Retired Washoe County School District 

Director of Music Cheryl Shingler recalled, “He met 

with each new board member individually to explain 

our tasks and clearly indicated that ‘you will become a 

contributing member.’” She was impressed that Fegely 

treated all contributors, no matter the size of their 

donations, with the same level of respect. Fegely’s wife, 

Dori Darden, said, “There were many evenings when Jack 

would go into his office to write personal letters to each 

contributor on his own personal stationery.” The Reno 

Philharmonic became an integral part of his life. Darden 

reported that every planned three-week vacation could 

THE MID 1990S: A ROUGH TIME

only last a couple of days because he just had to get back to 

Reno to work for the orchestra. She knew that when Fegely 

presented her with another exquisite piece of jewelry, her 

beloved had taken on another Reno Phil project.

Fegely realized that the 

organization’s management 

desperately needed 

rehabilitation. The most 

important change was to 

find a general manager who 

understood the classical 

music world. After a national 

search in 1994, he heavily 

recruited the qualified 

and talented husband and wife team, Barry and Lynn 

Auman. Jack warned them that the Reno Phil was in poor 

financial shape, but Barry Auman was shocked to learn the 

organization was $165,000 in debt with an $85,000 credit 

line. Fegely and Darden made several loans to meet payroll 

the first few months of Auman’s arrival.

Gradually, the board and staff worked together to eliminate 

the debt. Barry Auman credited that success to several 

factors: “Fegely’s leadership, the arrival of concertmaster 

Philip Ruder who immediately improved the sound of 

the orchestra, his management experience, and a flexible 

maestro who was willing to do whatever it took to keep 

the orchestra in business.” Auman acknowledged “Ron was 

even willing to sacrifice some of his ego to help keep the 

doors open.” During the five years that the Aumans were 

in Reno, the annual fund increased more than 100 percent 

with a model for a well-established yearly campaign. 

Jack Fegely,  
board president, 1993. 

Barry Auman.
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Board member Sandy Halley said, “Jack came at just the 

right time. He had the expertise to run the Reno Phil like a 

business.” Everyone who spoke of Fegely liked him—a real 

tribute to someone who came to the Reno Phil during a 

particularly tough time. He was a peacemaker. Staff member 

Cheryl Katzmark said that Fegely “was the consummate 

leader.” Musicians said he would often come backstage to 

meet them and praise their work. Once, when Van Vinkow’s 

String Beings performed at a Reno Phil event in Montrêux 

Golf & Country Club on a balcony on a sweltering day, Fegely 

made sure they were okay and brought them wine. 

Several others supported Fegely’s and Auman’s dreams 

to grow the orchestra. Board member and later President 

Mark Bayer, with his marketing firm, created an amazing 

campaign. The most remembered aspect of it was a TV 

commercial featuring two beat-up cowboys in an old truck 

hurrying back to get ready for the concert and chatting about 

Beethoven. Long-time Reno businessman Chuck Alvey, then 

at KOLO, helped get the ads played on TV at highly visible 

times; billboards were placed at strategic places around town. 

Because of that campaign, Alvey got to know the maestro and 

found Daniels “absolutely exciting.” Alvey was hooked, and 

the station did a special show on Daniels and the orchestra, 

“Behind the Scenes with the Reno Philharmonic.” 

Porsche of North America had recently located in Reno and 

President Fred Schwab, in a several years fundraiser for 

the Reno Phil and UNR Foundation, raffled off a Porsche. 

Over the years, thousands of dollars were raised in this 

effort. Fegely won one of the Porsches and allowed Barry 

Auman to drive it for a week. Bassist Julie Machado recalled, 

“Fegely bought a Porsche ticket for the orchestra for several 

years, saying if we won we could divide the money among 

the players.” Another bassist, Engrid Barnett, recalled the 

orchestra donated their time for the annual concert when the 

winning ticket was drawn.

Another accomplishment credited to Fegely was the 1994 

conceptual beginning of the Reno Phil student orchestra. 

Peter Adlish, the musician member of the board, met with 

Fegely to talk about the possibility of creating a youth 

orchestra. The two men went to the full board, which 

approved the measure. With the help of Washoe County 

School District officials and teachers, the concept was readily 

accepted. Following a year of planning, about 120 students 

auditioned in September 1995 for 80 spots. Lynn Auman, 

an experienced conductor, teacher, and performer, served 

as the initial conductor and the orchestra performed on 

November 12, 1995, at Nightingale Hall on the University of 

Nevada, Reno campus. The quality of performance and the 

standing-room-only crowd exceeded all expectations for a 

program that would become the cornerstone of the Reno 

Phil’s education and outreach endeavors.

The Reno Phil was lucky in its 20 years of the Ron Daniels 

era to have had two forceful leaders. The late trustee Reed 

Bingham described the difference between Flanigan and 

Fegely in these words. “Flanigan had a strong personality 

that just got things done; Fegely was the mediator, the 

unifier.” Reed Bingham said that “TJ Day, John and Jack were 

the bedrocks of the Reno Phil; all three highly committed to 

Reno and they did not mind taking risks. Flanigan ran us all, 

TJ softened him up, and Jack smoothed everything over.” 

Both Flanigan and Fegely donated significant amounts of 

money, time and energy to the organization. Sierra Arts 

Foundation Executive Director Sue Clark said that the two 

men were East Coast types of philanthropists, “if you had it, 

you owed it.” Susan Frank, Flanigan’s right-hand assistant, 

called it the sense of “noblesse oblige.”

An amusing comparison of the difference in the two men’s 

styles centered on ongoing funding for the orchestra. 

Flanigan wanted the Bulldozer Trust to serve as an 

emergency fund for the Reno Phil organization. He wanted 

it as flexible as it could be because he didn’t know who was 

going to want the money or when. The far more conservative 

Fegely did not want that kind of elasticity and was quite 

upset when the trust was left the way Flanigan desired. An 

irritated Fegely walked into Attorney Rosenauer’s office one 

day opening with, “You didn’t do me any favors.”

In 1995, the Bulldozer Trust dissolved, and the Reno 

Philharmonic Endowment Trust was created with stringent 

regulations about how the money could be dispersed and 

was strictly governed to protect principal. Each of the 

following contributed $50,000 or more to the endowment 

to ensure the orchestra would continue in its mission: John 

and Nancy Flanigan, Jack Fegely, Doloris Darden, Reed and 

Eiko Bingham, Charles and Ann Mathewson, Jack and Vicki 

Barneson and Barron Hilton.

COMMUNITY 
SUPPORT

The Reno Philharmonic was an important part of what made 
the community a quality place to live and raise my children.

— Chuck Alvey, Reno businessman“
All the members of the board of trustees are volunteers, but there were other ways members of the community could 

help the organization. Two of these volunteers stand out—Frances Warden and Betty Clark. Each started an organization 

involving hundreds of people who would donate their time, effort, and money to raise hundreds of thousands of dollars. 

The Reno Philharmonic Guild and the Sierra Philharmonic League became the social arms of the Reno Phil and provided 

a means of bringing Ron Daniels and the orchestra to the public.

THE RENO PHILHARMONIC GUILD

Frances Warden moved from Los Angeles to Reno in the late 1970s. She was heavily 

involved in the classical music world in southern California, notably the Young 

Audience Foundation. “Music and refinement were part of her life,” Daniels said. 

Thus, it was natural for her to join with that organization in Reno. Daniels recalled 

that “Fran and I hit it off immediately, realizing we shared common goals to educate 

children.” Warden quickly began to build a volunteer organization to help the 

Reno Phil. In the February 10, 1981, concert program, she wrote: “We organized a 

membership campaign in May. From a nucleus of nine interested women, the League 

has grown to a membership of over 150 men and women. The members have raised the 

budgeted quota for the first year and are actively involved in other facets of the Reno 

Philharmonic: ticket sales, office and clerical duties, educational arena and various 

aspects of hospitality for the orchestra and our public.”

These were notable accomplishments for a seven-month-old group. Former league and board member, Elaine Frankovich, 

described Warden as a “dynamo.” “She was down to earth and capable and gave her all to the Reno Philharmonic. She was 

there for every concert and event.” 

A memorial page in the April 2001 concert program described Warden the following glowing terms. “Her enthusiasm was 

infectious. It was impossible to be around Fran and not get caught up in it, making her a master recruiter and fundraiser 

‘par excellence.’”

Frances Warden, founder of 
Reno Philharmonic Guild.  
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In its early years, the league had talented leaders to 

follow Fran Warden’s example including Naomi Sande, 

Marilyn Drendel, and Kris Coppa. 

The league held its first formal event, Pops on the 

Green, on August 21, 1980, in Flanigan’s backyard. The 

patio could hold the entire orchestra, and with grassy 

fields and a lake below the setting was magnificent and 

quickly became a popular annual event. Sue Clark said, 

“The lawn concerts were the best.” Musician Karen 

Stout-Gardner vividly remembered that musicians, to 

leave space for the guests, had to park on the road. “It 

was really tough to walk across the cattle guard with my 

cello and high heels.” 

The guild hosted a variety of social events, including 

pre-concert talks called “Tea and Symphony” at various 

members’ homes, fashion shows, and progressive 

dinners. Guild member Joy Meyer had an amusing 

anecdote about something Daniels said at a Tea and 

Symphony gathering: “Men often fall asleep at concerts, 

but that is okay because they still soak up the music.”

Sharon Parsons-Potter recalled unbelievable parties at 

the Flanigans’, including a New Orleans themed-party 

when the genial host flew in bartenders who knew how 

to properly make Sazaracs and men who could open 

raw oysters. There was even a trio from Bourbon Street. 

Another party at the Flanigans’ had a big moment of 

crisis. The caterer brought Coors beer to the home of 

the former Anheuser-Busch executive. Quickly someone 

was sent to replace the beer with Budweiser. The party 

became known as “the Bud run.”

The Guild made money for the orchestra in other 

creative ways. Former President Kris Coppa excitedly 

remembered the decorated Christmas tree sales. As a 

fundraiser, Carmen Dragon came to conduct a Christmas 

show at the Convention Center and, with the help of Al 

Repozzi at the Garden Shop on Gentry Way, beautifully 

decorated Christmas trees were sold at the concert. It 

was so successful that for several years a Christmas tree 

sale was held at the Garden Shop with board members 

serving cocktails and chili. It became quite a social coup 

to buy one of the trees.

JoAnn Zurek proudly described a guild luncheon 

featuring John Ash, a famous Napa Valley chef. The 

Eldorado was packed with women wanting to learn 

from the celebrated chef. The Carano family’s generous 

donation of wine and food supported the event, and it 

earned quite a bit of money.

But the major social event became Pops on the River. 

The outdoor concerts outgrew Flanigans’ patio and 

yard, as several hundred people now wanted to 

attend. So, in 1994, the event moved to Wingfield 

Park where it remains today and is still the biggest 

annual moneymaker. During Daniels’ time as maestro, 

the costume and table decorating tradition became 

increasingly elaborate, making this fun event one of the 

social highlights of the year.

42
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THE SIERRA RENO 
PHILHARMONIC LEAGUE

The Sierra Reno Philharmonic League was created in 1984 in 

Betty Clark’s kitchen in Carson City. Following the example of 

Fran Warden, three women wanted to create an organization 

to actively involve Carson City and south to Gardnerville with 

the symphony. The three founders were quite different from 

each other. Beloved Clark epitomized the “little old lady in 

tennis shoes.” But she put all her energy into forming a league. 

Philanthropist Joann Hall of Gardnerville and lover of classical 

music Ann Funk of Genoa joined Clark. From that first meeting 

with Daniels, the league was born and became another vital 

asset to the Reno Phil. Out of their enthusiasm came the first 

Fourth of July Pops in the Park concert held on the old fort 

grounds in Genoa. In 1987, Clark reported that attendance in 

the concert’s third year increased from 700 to 2,500 people.

The activities of the League expanded. In the program from 

the September 21, 1993, concert, then president Jane Johnson 

reminded the readers the league held its 10th annual Pops 

in the Park in Genoa with 4,000 in attendance. “The League 

sponsored a classical concert, brought the Reno Phil to the 

Carson Community Center with a preceding reception at the 

Governor’s Mansion, and hosted Thursday night pre-concert 

Previews. Also, this devoted group donated thousands of 

dollars to the Reno Phil, sponsored the timpani chair and 

financially supported many students in the Carson Valley with 

private music lessons.”

When looking back on these two groups, it is 

impossible to measure their influence on the financial 

stability of the Reno Phil. It is difficult to calculate 

the community impact of Pops on the River and Pops 

in the Park. Over the years, thousands of people 

attended the concerts. Both brought people who had 

never attended classical performances, both were 

incalculable fun for the attendees and the performers, 

and both raised substantial amounts of money.

Betty Clark, founder of the 
Sierra Philharmonic League. 

EDUCATION AND 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

The Reno Phil’s educational activities expanded during Ron Daniels’ tenure. 

His love of teaching the community about classical music meshed with the 

passion of Frances Warden. They started the annual Young People’s Concerts at 

the Pioneer Center for fourth and fifth graders, a partnership with the Washoe 

County School District. The District paid for students’ busses to the concerts. 

Initially, four concerts were given a year. In 2017, more than 10,000 students 

attended eight concerts. The 34-year-old program has introduced 240,000 

students to classical music. Current CEO Tim Young hopes these concerts help 

grow young musicians and audiences for the future.

Frances Warden also started the Discover Music program, which today features 

an interactive, hands-on assembly for elementary and middle school students. 

Ensembles composed of musicians in the Reno Phil orchestra perform. Brass, 

percussion, strings, and harp are a few of the groups featured. Like the Young 

People’s Concerts, this program is still active both to small groups in rural 

schools, and full school assemblies with nearly 800 students in attendance. The program 

now serves more than 8,000 students every year. 

With the support of the Board of Trustees, the Reno Youth Symphonic Orchestra formed in 

1995 under the leadership of Lynn Auman, a highly respected music teacher in the Washoe 

County School District. It initially started with about 35 musicians and has since grown to 

a full-size orchestra with 75 to 85 students. Middle and high school students audition for 

the orchestra, and it is highly competitive. The young musicians come to Monday evening 

rehearsals from Reno and Sparks and as 

far away as Winnemucca, Incline Village, 

Carson City, Quincy, Gardnerville, Fallon, 

and Truckee. Many of the students still 

play their instruments in the Reno Phil.

Daniels helping a young person 
conduct the orchestra.

Great Basin Brass, Discover Music. From left, Mark Lenz, trombone, Larry Engstrom, 
trumpet, Russ Dickman, tuba, John Lenz, French horn, Paul Lenz, trumpet. 2005.
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Two have become noted composers. Reed 

High School graduate Sean Shepherd has had 

compositions performed around the world as 

well as with the Reno Phil. Andrew McIntosh, 

another composer, wrote that “Growing up in 

a small community in rural Nevada, the youth 

orchestra provided experience and exposure to 

repertoire and social structures I would have had 

no way of encountering at that age. Living with 

a niche set of interests in a rural area can feel 

quite isolating, and it is wonderful that the YSO 

provides the opportunity for young people with 

an interest in classical music to gather together 

and find they are not alone.” 

Not all alums remained with music as their 

primary vocation. Jessica Escobar, a violinist, 

is a certified court interpreter, yet, she 

continues to play with the orchestra. Another 

violinist, Dr. Patrick Woodard, joined the youth 

orchestra in 1996 as a seventh grader. “Some 

of my closest friends to this day are the fellow 

musicians I met then,” he said. Engrid Barnett, 

an archaeological collection curator, plays bass 

in the Reno Phil orchestra. Her experience with 

the youth orchestra goes back to its beginning. 

“Being in the first year of the YSO under Lynn 

Auman opened up a whole new world of music, 

professionalism, and experience 

to me,” she said. Two other YSO 

alums are members of the Reno 

Phil staff. Violinist Virginia 

Bowman spent seven years in 

the Youth Concert Orchestra 

and the YSO, where she was 

assistant concertmaster. She 

lived in Fernley and commuted 

to Reno for all rehearsals and 

performances. She is now the 

manager of all three orchestras, 

handling rehearsal logistics and 

travel arrangements and other 

responsibilities. Heather Gage, 

who grew up in Quincy, California, is both a violinist in the orchestra 

and the Director of the Education and Community Engagement for 

the Reno Phil. “Since eighth grade, I have wanted to work for the 

Phil,” she said. “All of my experiences playing in the youth orchestra 

and the Reno Phil orchestra created a sense of home for me.” 

Former violinist Jacey Prupas, now an attorney and Reno Phil board 

member, loved playing in the YSO. “I always wanted to be on the Phil 

Board, and I love it,” she said. “I want to give back as much as I can, 

and I want my kids to have music appreciation.”

Lynn Auman,  
Youth Symphonic Orchestra Conductor.

Youth Orchestra cellists Eugene Paik, Nick Haines, 
and Ean Barnett. 1998-99 Season.

THE CONCERTS
Maestro Daniels conducted more than 350 concerts 

during his 20-year tenure. Twenty-five years later, some 

concerts still stand out in people’s memories. Many 

were held in the Pioneer Center for the Performing Arts 

and others around northern Nevada. A number of the 

concerts clearly demonstrated Daniels’ creativity in 

bringing the music alive for the audience with special 

audio and visual effects. Cellist Janet Toti said, “Ron 

embraced the philosophy that music is a constantly 

evolving art.” This vision was evident in his repertoire 

selections, which ranged from traditional classical music 

to contemporary compositions and pop music. 

And God Created Whales by the prolific twentieth-century 

composer Alan Hovannes brought many audience 

members to tears as the songs of the whales soared 

around the hall. From those interviewed, this was the 

most commonly mentioned song of the Daniels’ era. 

Beverly Colgan, a harpist, recalled that “it was timely and 

different.” Percussionist Joe Venuto said that he can still 

feel the goosebumps.

Considered one of the most famous classical music 

pieces, Daniels performed Orff’s Carmina Burana twice. A 

large chorus, of singers from UNR, Carson City, and Lake 

Tahoe performed to tell the stories of the poems of the 

scenic cantata. Chorus member Chuck Growdon so loved 

being part of the symphony that he took three classes 

at the University of Nevada, Reno to improve his voice 

and music knowledge. Another chorus member, Jennie 

Tibben, said, “Ron was great. He was so passionate and 

articulate about what he wanted from the chorus.”

A platform was built above the string section for 

dancers choreographed by Barbara Land. It was 

striking, and the concert was given both at the 

Pioneer and at Caesar’s Tahoe. Land said, “Ron 

opened my career with such a spectacular endeavor. 

We worked together in a relaxed way, and he was 

very true to the music, something very important 

to a dancer.” Dori Darden was wowed at seeing the 

dancers so brilliantly displayed. Daniels was excited 

that Land also choreographed the balcony scene 

from Tchaikovsky’s Romeo and Juliet complete with 

a balcony for a romantic Valentine’s Day concert. 

For six years, her dancers brought the suite from 

Copland’s Rodeo alive for youth concerts.

The third most frequently mentioned composition 

was The Planets by Gustav Holst. As each planet was 

introduced in the music, the lights in the hall became 

dimmer and dimmer until only the stand lights on the 

stage shone. The walls and ceiling were covered with 

stars. As the piece closed, a chorus of female voices 

drifted down from the light booth high in the theater. 

It was quite an experience for all to have Daniels 

conduct Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue, with Gershwin 

actually performing on a player piano. With no one 

sitting on the piano bench, Daniels conducted with 

one hand on the piano, feeling the beat to make sure 

he kept tempo with Gershwin. 
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Another piece affectionately remembered was 

Respighi’s Pines of Rome with the glorious echoes of 

the offstage trumpets recreating the sounds of the 

victorious Roman army striding into the imperial city. 

CJ Walters summarized Daniels’ creativity well. “He was 

not afraid to experiment and try multi-media effects—

stars for The Planets, dancers above him for Carmina 

Burana. Bravo to him.”

A highlight concert for many was the March 9, 1982, 

concert to celebrate Efrem Zimbalist’s 92nd birthday. 

Zimbalist, considered a virtuoso around the world, was 

an equally great teacher. He was the director of the 

renowned Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia and 

served as its director from 1941 to 1968. It was there 

that the Reno Phil’s concertmaster Roy Malan met him 

and later wrote his mentor’s biography. 

Sharon Parsons-Potter was elated with this concert for a 

couple of reasons. The first was because Zimbalist’s son, 

well-known actor Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., didn’t change one 

word of the radio and TV spots she wrote as he recorded 

them. Second, the tickets sold out. David Ehrke, a principal 

clarinetist, said the concert stood out for him as a chance 

to meet the famed violinist and composer he had always 

admired from afar. The show was thrilling with Roy Malan 

playing Zimbalist’s composition Concerto Phantasy on 

Rimsky-Korsakov’s Le Coq d’Or. Pianist Robin Sutherland 

performed Zimbalist’s Piano Concerto in E Flat for Piano 

and Orchestra. “It was not only a musically satisfying 

evening, it was an emotionally satisfying one as well. We 

should be grateful to all involved for making us a part of this 

tribute to Efrem Zimbalist Sr.—a great musician and a great 

man,” wrote Chris Morrison in the Nevada State Journal, 

March 11, 1982.

In 1989, the Reno Phil celebrated its 21st birthday. The 

Pacific Telesis Foundation underwrote the opening concert 

on October 10 and gave a party and special performance for 

all active and retired Nevada Bell employees on the following 

night. This generous donation enabled the orchestra to 

perform three, second evening concerts that season—a first 

in the orchestra’s history.

In 1990, Daniels conducted his first holiday concert, which 

would become an annual tradition for the Reno Phil. 

The “Mahlerite” maestro performed three of the composer’s 

symphonies, each a significant undertaking with a large 

orchestra. The second and third symphonies added choirs 

and soloists. These compositions were especially significant 

to Daniels who recalled that he “literally wanted to fall down 

on my knees when I heard Mahler. That music changed me.” 

Ron Daniels was very 
serious and heavy. 

It was like watching 
Beethoven incarnate.

— Marie Baxter, an audience member

“
Zimbalist, violinist and 
composer extraordinaire.

I admire the world of him. 
He stuck with the Reno Phil 

through thick and thin.

— Sandy Halley, board member

“

Whatever Ron wanted, we did 
it because we loved him.

— Marilyn Drendel, 

Reno Philharmonic Guild president

“

He had a great rapport and 
an effervescent personality.

— Paula Lenz, violinist

“
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THE RENO PHIL 
ON THE ROAD
Daniels conducted many concerts outside the Pioneer Center for the 

Performing Arts. Some were more light-hearted Pops concerts; others were 

classical. Trumpeter, Larry Engstrom said, “Any trip bonded the orchestra 

players with many forming lifelong friendships.”

Every musician interviewed who played for Daniels talked about two 

outreach performances in particular. Board member Ed Brown wanted to 

educate children in the small town of Quincy, California about the beauty of 

classical music. It seemed to be an impossible dream to gather enough money 

and resources in Plumas County to move the orchestra, choral risers, and 

instruments. Surprisingly, sufficient dollars were raised, and the premiere 

concert was successful both financially and with attendance. For 10 years, the 

orchestra returned and performed in the gym at Feather River College.

Audience member Chris Morrison recalled his reaction 

to Mahler’s Third Symphony. “It was my first live 

performance of the piece, and I found it overpowering.” 

Even reviewer Jack Neal, often a critic of Daniels, wrote in 

the Reno Gazette-Journal on May 14, 1993, “the orchestra’s 

talents, the conductor’s temperament, and the work’s 

demands played off one another and pulled together for a 

remarkably unified performance…The orchestra gave one 

of its most distinguished performances.”

Another notable concert was on September 21, 1993, 

celebrating the Reno Phil’s 25th anniversary season. 

It opened with Gershwin’s American in Paris, the first 

composition ever performed by the Reno Phil in 1969. Dr. 

Ron Williams, the soloist for that first concert, was featured 

again. This time, he played the difficult Bartok Piano 

Concerto No. 3. For many, the highlight of this concert was 

when from the stage Daniels called Gregory Stone in Spain 

to thank him for founding the Reno Phil and let him hear 

the applause from the orchestra and audience.

On October 19 of that same season, another special concert 

brought renowned conductor and violinist Oscar Shumsky 

and his violist son Eric to the Pioneer stage. Shumsky was 

hailed by many as one of the world’s greatest violinists. 

There were still many other concerts which stood out in 

musician and audience memories. Ehrke reminisced, “One 

concert I played both the Debussy Rhapsody for Clarinet 

and the Glazunov Sax Concerto. I was crazy.”

Both cellist Rita Haun and guild president Kris Coppa 

laughingly recalled guitarist Pepe Romero’s visits. After his 

concerts, musicians and Daniels would go with the guest to 

Louis’ Basque Corner to celebrate. Haun said, “The guest 

artists all really enjoyed being around Daniels.” 

Several musicians recollected that Peter Schickele’s P.D.Q. 

Bach performances were hilarious. Following one concert, 

he went out with the orchestra and did karaoke with them 

and had them rolling with laughter. 

Sometimes concerts were remembered for something other 

than the music. For example, following the 1997 flood, the 

plaza was filled with port-a-potties, giving a whole new 

decor to the Pioneer Theater. For many audience members, 

this was even funnier because of ongoing complaints about 

the theater’s lack of women’s bathrooms. Gerry Taylor 

recalled that the whole concert was filled with surprises. 

After intermission, Daniels turned to the audience and 

announced that the music for the second half never arrived, 

so the orchestra would perform Scheherazade instead. 

David Ehrke taught high school in the nearby town of Chester 

and loved seeing former colleagues and students. Gloria Melms, 

one of the producers of the concerts, laughingly recalled that the 

orchestra ate spaghetti and salad donated by a local restaurant. 

She said several of the players who drove to the concerts always 

met at the local bar after the concerts. Many of the musicians 

recalled that the time on the buses was often the highlight of 

the trips. Carol Parkhurst said, “Quincy was an adventuresome 

experience for us all.” 

The Quincy concerts were particularly important to Heather 

Gage. As a young girl, she heard the symphony play at one of 

the first concerts and decided to become a good enough violinist 

to play with the orchestra when she grew up. She wanted to 

know if she had enough talent to do so. She contacted Daniels 

and asked him to listen to her play, to which the conductor 

replied, “Certainly.” Excited as she could be, the 12 year old went 

to Daniels’ home and had her own personal audition. Daniels 

encouraged her to keep playing. He recommended Janet Snape, 

the orchestra’s principal second violin, to be the girl’s teacher 

and that started Gage on her way to fulfilling her dream.

The annual Fourth of July Pops in the Park was held at the 

fort in Genoa. This popular event lasted 30 years with nearly 

a hundred thousand people in attendance during that time. 

Keeping the musicians in the shade was a constant problem 

through the years. A favorite piece, of course, was the 1812 

Overture with orchestra and staff all wondering if the cannons 

would fire at the right times. 

There is no question that this story has become a legend to 

the orchestra. One time in Genoa, trumpeter Paul Lenz was 

standing to play his solo in Leroy Anderson’s Bugler’s Holiday, 

when another prankster trumpeter pulled his pants down to 

his knees. Lenz didn’t miss a beat, but the maestro and half the 

orchestra laughed out loud, and the audience had no idea what 

was so funny.
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Lawlor Events Center was the scene for the most 

memorable of the outreach concerts. Luciano Pavarotti 

performed there on two occasions to sold-out houses. 

Sharon Parsons-Potter remembered that for the first 

concert in March 1985, Daniels ordered the music in the 

wrong key for Pavarotti’s voice. The right scores were 

found in Opa-Locka, Florida and flown to Reno on United 

Airlines just in time for rehearsal. 

Executive Director Ed Parsons was thrilled that 11,000 

tickets sold. Chris Morrison, in a review in the Nevada 

State Journal, summarized the concert well. “There may 

be no more adored person on the classical music scene 

today than Luciano Pavarotti. The fact was clearly 

evidenced Friday night when a full house showered the 

kind of praise on him that only rock stars have received 

there before…It came despite many obstacles provided 

by Mother Nature, including snow, biting cold and 

bitter wind, not to mention a remarkable traffic tie-up.” 

Violinist Carol Parkhurst was seated in the last stand 

where Pavarotti had to turn a corner behind her to exit 

the stage. Each time he would put a hand on her shoulder 

and give her a squeeze. She kept the blouse for years. 

Violist Ginny Tilton went to get Pavarotti’s autograph 

and was amazed. “The tenor was an awesome presence 

who took over the whole room.”

The Reno Phil 
enriches my 

life. It makes our 
community a place 

you’re proud to 
talk about.

—Sue Clark,  

past executive director, Sierra Arts Foundation

“

A series of pops concerts were also held at Lawlor Events 

Center. Several audience members who heard Judy 

Collins perform “Amazing Grace” live still remember 

it. Bassist Julie Machado vividly remembers a rehearsal 

with Ray Charles. Suddenly the blind musician stopped 

playing and in a loud voice yelled, “Second violin, second 

chair, quit playing.”

First appearance of world famous 
opera singer Luciano Pavarotti, 1985.

The famous Ray Charles, 1986. 
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On Valentine’s Day, in another Lawlor concert, the 

Reno Phil backed author Leo Buscaglia. Van Vinikow 

adapted three versions of “What the World Needs 

Now is Love Sweet Love” so the orchestra could 

continue setting the mood as Buscaglia and Daniels 

walked through the audience giving hugs. 

Vinikow also remembered when, with dawn 

breaking, the Reno Phil opened the Great Reno 

Balloon Race with the Strauss piece Also Sprach 

Zarathustra as the balloons rose in the sky. The 

violinist shared, “It was brutally cold, and my 

fingers just wouldn’t work right.” Those concerts 

were stunning, but the cold, the early hour, and the 

cost became too much for the performance to be 

repeated more than a couple of years.

One of Daniels’ more unique concerts was held on 

March 11, 1986, at the old Coliseum. It was entitled 

“Symphony on Ice” and featured Olympic Bronze 

medalist ice dancers Michael Seibert and Judy 

Blumberg and 14-year-old Junior Gold Medalist 

Kristi Yamaguchi. As impressive as those names 

were, to the great surprise of the audience, the 

concert opened with Daniels and skater Joan 

Admirand gracefully skating across the ice to a 

Strauss Waltz.

The Reno Philharmonic performs 
at the Great Reno Balloon Races.

THE PASSING 
OF THE BATON

Daniels ended his tenure with the Reno Phil on April 14, 

1998, with a moving performance of Beethoven’s Ninth 

Symphony. The piece ends with the beautiful “Ode to Joy” 

which personified how the musicians and audience responded 

to Daniels that night. His years with the Reno Phil exemplify 

what happens when the conductor, musicians, board of 

trustees, donors, and audience members collaborate to have a 

quality symphony in their town.

Significant changes occurred between the arrival of Daniels 

in Reno in 1979 and his departure in 1998. His first season 

included five concerts. In his final year, there were close 

to 70, including the basic classical series, Young People’s 

Concerts, a variety of pops concerts, and family and 

educational experiences in northern Nevada and eastern 

California. This number included the symphony orchestra, 

the youth orchestra, and small group ensemble performances. 

The Reno Gazette-Journal named the Reno Phil as the best 

performing arts group for five years in the 1990s. In the 

program of Daniels’ final concert, Board President JoAnn Coy 

wrote, “Anyone who has even casually known Ron, knows 

him to be a kind, thoughtful and generous human being—we 

are fortunate indeed for his leadership these past 20 years, 

and we are very proud to be able to call him our friend. This 

evening’s concert will be a very emotional moment for us all.”

In an article in the 25th anniversary concert program on 

September 21, 1993, Sheila Muhtadi well described the impact 

that Daniels would have on the arts scene in Nevada. 

“He is a Maestro with a mission. Making magnificent music 

isn’t enough for Ron Daniels… He travels with his orchestra 

to tiny towns, to special events, and throughout local schools. 

He also weaves light-hearted fun and new musical highs into 

every season. Whether he’s hamming it up on stage with 

Santa Claus or syncing his orchestra to a computer-driven 

piano reproducing George Gershwin’s last performance, 

Daniels makes his audiences feel appreciated. Attendance at 

his concerts has mushroomed during his tenure as a result.”

Would there be a Reno Philharmonic without 

Daniels’ commitment? Would there be a Reno 

Philharmonic without John Flanigan and Jack 

Fegely and the many other devoted trustees and 

donors? Would Reno be lucky enough to have had 

such a talented orchestra without our local cadre 

of talent at the university and playing in the club 

shows? Who knows? When looking back, the Reno 

Phil had the good fortune to have the combination 

of talent and dedication to give the community 

such an incredible gift.

Daniels’ 20th season was his final year as music 

director. Hundreds of applications were received, 

and search committee whittled the candidates 

down to four: William Eddins, Joel Revzen, Barry 

Jekowsky, and Bernard Rubenstein. The board 

unanimously selected Jekowsky.



SCARY-BRILLIANT
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The transition from Ron Daniels to Barry Jekowsky was 

smooth and easy, unlike when Daniels took over from 

Gregory Stone. When Jekowsky arrived in Reno, the 

orchestra performed well, finances were acceptable, 

audiences were strong, and the board was dedicated. 

Jekowsky now needed to make the orchestra more 

proficient, work well with the executive director, thrill 

the audience, and invigorate the board and community.
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THE MAN
Jekowsky was different in style and personality from his 

predecessors. His great-grandparents and their children 

emigrated from Ukraine to New York. They settled in Brooklyn 

where Jekowsky was born on October 17, 1952. His father was 

a construction contractor who graduated as an accomplished 

trumpeter from Fiorello H. LaGuardia High School of Music 

& Art and Performing Arts, better known from the 1980 film 

Fame. His uncle was part of the Dick Cavett Show orchestra. 

With this musical influence, it is no accident the bright 

three-and-a-half-year-old also wanted to play the trumpet. 

Jekowsky’s significant talent astonished his father. He 

turned for advice to a former teacher at his high school, who 

immediately recognized the child’s talent. Jekowsky began 

learning piano, but wanted more and convinced his father 

to get him drumsticks. During the next four years, several 

teachers recommended professional instruction for the boy. He 

auditioned at Juilliard and started lessons on weekends there 

when he was eight. He was quickly fast-tracked to a full-time 

student with a full scholarship.

When asked about his younger years, Jekowsky said, “I was 

very precocious as a child, and I sacrificed my childhood 

because there was nothing normal about it. But even to this 

day, I have no regrets.” He was asked why he did not have 

a Brooklyn accent. The answer was direct. “I was always in 

another world.”

By his teen years, he centered his training at 

Juilliard on percussion and timpani. He got his 

first big break when he was 14. One night, he was 

sitting in the pit as an observer of a Broadway 

performance of Man of La Mancha. His mentor, 

the percussionist and timpanist for the show, 

left during intermission and did not return. 

When conductor lifted his baton, he signaled to 

Jekowsky to move over and start playing. Little 

did the teenager know that it had been all set up, 

and everyone was in on it. That performance was 

his audition, and he called it “baptism by fire.” 

By 16, he was a regular on Broadway, playing in 

the orchestras for such shows as Company and 

Sweeney Todd. On one occasion, he was a New 

Years’ Eve substitute drummer for Tony Bennett. 

The singer was so impressed with the 16 year old 

that he gave Jekowsky a five-minute solo and his 

own curtain call. 

Jekowsky continued learning and performing. 

During summer breaks from Juilliard, he spent 14 

consecutive summers at the Aspen Music Festival. 

In addition to perfecting his percussionist skills, 

he hoped to become a conductor. At the festivals, 

he studied conducting with Leonard Bernstein, 

Kurt Masur, Seiji Ozawa, Erich Leinsdorf, and 

Leonard Slatkin. 

A chapter of the book Genius Denied centers on 

Jekowsky. The authors, Jan and Bob Davidson, 

were founders of the Davidson Institute of Talent 

Development at the University of Nevada, Reno 

campus. The two suggested the young man 

received the right kind of assistance to enable his 

exceptional talent to grow and thrive. First, he 

had considerable support and guidance from his 

family. In the book, Jekowsky used the analogy 

of parents as the general contractor for a child’s 

talents. The contractor is most important to the 

building process, but the contractor has to find 

others—electricians, carpenters, plumbers, masons—to 

construct the reaching skyscraper of a gifted child’s life. 

Second, he had an excellent education. Third, Jekowsky 

was lucky from early childhood to his twenties to have 

mentors who gave him access to knowledge and expected 

the most from him. For example, James Wimer devoted 

one day a week for three years to teaching pitch and sight-

reading, with those days sometimes lasting for 13 hours. 

Jekowsky was 21 when he graduated from Juilliard with 

both Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees. Many instructors at 

the school had mentored him, including Wimer, several 

renowned percussionists, and conductor Sixten Ehrling. 

Ehrling recognized the young man’s innate ability to 

become a professional timpanist. A position opened with 

the San Francisco Symphony, and he encouraged his 

student to apply. The young man went west for his first 

professional audition and, in 1977, at 22, was offered 

the position. He became the youngest member of that 

illustrious orchestra and the youngest professional 

timpanist in the country. 

As successful as he was in San Francisco, his goal 

remained to become a conductor. In 1986, he founded 

the California Symphony. Initially, Bay Area residents 

were skeptical that another orchestra could make it. The 

naysayers seemed to be unaware that in the previous 

year the young man had won the Leopold Stokowski 

Conducting Prize and had made his international debut as 

the guest conductor of the world-class London Symphony. 

By 2005, Reader’s Digest named the California Symphony 

“America’s Best Symphony Orchestra.” Jekowsky’s vision 

made this orchestra outstanding. He was one of the first 

to include a work by an American composer in every 

concert for the 23 seasons he served as conductor and 

music director. He created a “Composer-in-Residence” 

program, which gave now well-known Christopher 

Theofanidis and Kevin Putz a place to both compose and 

have their compositions played. He also gave highly-gifted 

young musicians, such as violinist Sarah Chang, cellist 

Alisa Weilerstein, and pianist Helen Huang, the chance to 

perform. Jekowsky said, “I considered myself to be a true 

American conductor.”

Motivated to make the orchestra available to the community 

as an educational tool¸ he created the symphony’s innovative 

Music in the Schools Program. Small ensembles performed 

across Contra Costa County, culminating in a full orchestra 

young people’s concert at the end of the school year.

During his tenure with the California Symphony, Jekowsky 

guest conducted with many American and international 

orchestras. One of his more stimulating and educational 

experiences was with the National Symphony Orchestra in 

Washington, D.C., where he served as associate conductor 

from 1994 to 1998. He took over many of Leonard Slatkin’s 

duties and led performances during the subscription series, 

family and young people’s concerts and four summer 

national tours. However, his East Coast schedule was 

difficult for his family. Jekowsky was, in reality, living on 

both sides of the country.

In 1998, he auditioned for the Reno Philharmonic position 

and board member Jack Fegely heavily recruited him. The 

conductor remembered that the interview with Fegely was 

exciting. “He shared the vision of an American orchestra 

with a true community focus,” Jekowsky said. President-

elect JoAnn Coy remembered that the entire search 

committee was impressed with the difficult repertoire 

that Jekowsky conducted in his audition. He was selected 

to become the conductor. The schedules of the California 

Symphony and the Reno Philharmonic fit together well. 

Jekowsky was blunt when he said, “I joined the Reno Phil 

because of Jack Fegely. He really lobbied me hard and made 

Reno sound like a great addition to my life.”

In 1999, the brilliant, talented musician arrived in Reno 

where he would remain for 10 years with the vision to make 

the Reno Philharmonic into a regionally respected orchestra.

Ron had been the conductor for a long 
time, and Barry’s style was so different 
that the orchestra had growing pains.

— John Flanigan, first board president

“
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It was exciting to have a new 
person on the podium with 

such great energy.
— Larry Engstrom, trumpeter and board member

“

I was glad I wasn’t a string player.

— Russ Dickman, tuba

“

He was a good traffic cop.

— Jim Winn, pianist

“

Barry Jekowsky has done a 
masterful job of grooming the 

Reno Philharmonic into a regional 
orchestra to be reckoned with.

— Jack Neal, Nevada Events, 2001

“

ORCHESTRA 
AND CHORUS
The orchestra welcomed Jekowsky with open arms. Though 

they appreciated all Ron Daniels gave to the community 

and them, after 20 years, they were enthusiastic about a 

change. Jekowsky’s qualifications were impeccable and 

his musicality unquestioned. Concertmaster Philip Ruder 

recalled that the conductor “could elicit the most dramatic 

response from the orchestra.” All musicians interviewed 

said the performance quality increased under Jekowsky’s 

leadership. Violinist Carol Parkhurst said, “We were so 

excited to have someone new. He was a polished conductor, 

and we were improving.” A longtime member of the chorus, 

Toni de Salvo, said that she was “very impressed with his 

ability to get such nuance from the orchestra and chorus.”

His expertise challenged the 

percussion section. Timpanist 

Robert Lightfoot remembered 

seeing Jekowsky play the timpani 

in San Francisco in Mussorgsky’s 

Pictures at an Exhibition. Lightfoot 

knew he could learn from the new 

conductor. Jekowsky was gracious, 

correcting the Phil timpanist and even occasionally adding 

notes because of newer equipment. Lightfoot said he had 

a “glowing and exceeding respect for him, and I felt very 

lucky to have the opportunity to grow as a musician under 

him.” He was a fine conductor who really understood 

percussion, said longtime principal percussionist Joe 

Venuto. Eric Middleton, the current principal percussionist, 

remembered that even though he admired the conductor’s 

expertise, Jekowsky drove him crazy in the middle of a 

rehearsal when he told Middleton to switch mallets on 

the drums. Whether a percussionist or not, the musicians 

praised the conductor for his unerring sense of rhythm and 

tempo. Violist Caryn Neidhold remembered, because of that 

ability, Jekowsky told the orchestra, “If you can’t see me, 

don’t play.”

Jekowsky was meticulous and demanding. Cellist Rita 

Haun said, “Even though he knew how to work us, he was 

committed to the music and literature. Sometimes, I would 

cry during rehearsal because it was so beautiful.” Another 

cellist, Karen Stout Gardner, added, “He was really good 

at rehearsal; his detail work was terrific.” Because he was 

such a perfectionist, violinist Alison Harvey believed “he 

made us tighter and better.” Cellist 

Barbara McMeen also talked about 

Jekowsky’s demand for perfection. 

“Rehearsals were kind of stressful 

because he always seemed 

dissatisfied.” As a counterpoint, 

violinist Olga Archdekin loved 

that he was very direct. “He could 

hear the mistakes and make it 

better,” she said. Not all the musicians felt the same. 

Sometimes he would have the orchestra or one of the 

sections repeat a phrase over and over. During rehearsals 

for a Mahler symphony, several players kept track of how 

many he times he stopped them—the total was more than 

100. Occasionally, they felt they never heard the whole 

piece until they performed it. Several griped about his 

time management. Many wondered, when is enough, 

enough? Indeed, the conductor was a fanatic for accuracy. 

One musician recognized, “There was no doubt he was the 

best conductor we have ever had, but he drove us nuts.” 

Violinist Jessica Escobar summed up the conductor. “He 

was dynamic, precise, and brilliant. It was surprising he 

was a little shy.” Nevertheless, the orchestra thought the 

results of Jekowsky’s thoroughness were amazing.

When you’re a baseball 
player, you get three strikes; 
when you’re a musician with 
Jekowsky, you get one.

— Kathy Jerome, violinist

“

Barry was a Greek tragedy. Offstage I really 
liked him, but on stage, he was a totally 
different and difficult person.

— Catherine Matovich, violist

“
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Jekowsky’s association with the chorus changed during 

his tenure. Duane Karna, the University of Nevada, Reno’s 

choral conductor, would not play second fiddle to Jekowsky 

and the relationship ended in 2005. Jennie Tibben, a long-

time chorus member and choral teacher in Washoe County  

schools and churches, contacted Executive Director Tim 

Young and said: “If the Phil ever wants to start their own 

chorus, I’d be happy to talk to you.” Tibben was hired. 

Her first piece to direct with the Reno Phil was Carmina 

Burana. She had the most detailed conversation with 

Jekowsky about the piece, and the two went through every 

page, breath, and pause. “It was such a gift to be part of 

that process with him. I learned how to do my job. There is 

no question he was demanding, but every experience I had 

with him was positive.” 

Chorus member, Nancy Pearl declared, “The conductor 

pulls the quality out of the musicians, orchestral and 

chorus, and Jekowsky did it with style.” A member of the 

Carson City singers, Suzy Sepahpour, performed both 

Carmina Burana and Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony with 

Jekowsky. She recalled, “Viewing him from a performer’s 

perspective was a marvelous experience. For him, we knew 

we had to make it good.” 

The orchestra appreciated his splendid and challenging 

repertoire and choice of guest artists. One of his selling 

points to the board and the orchestra was his commitment 

to playing American music and his fondness for 

introducing young talent.

Unfortunately, some noted his style of communication 

made him increasingly unpopular with the orchestra. 

Chuck Reider, a trombonist, addressed that issue straight 

on. “With the orchestra, it seemed he had a charisma 

bypass. He absolutely charmed the audience.” With few 

exceptions, the conductor never learned the musicians’ 

names. When Jekowsky was asked about this, he admitted 

he could remember every note he has played since he was 

a child, but not remember the names of people seated at 

this table. The players did not know this and interpreted 

that the conductor believed he was above them all. In 

Jekowsky’s defense, former principal violist Virginia 

Tilton said, “The players were unfair to him and seemed 

to ignore what a much better orchestra they were because 

of his direction.” Jekowsky realized that relations with the 

orchestra were not smooth. In his defense, he said, “When 

you give everything, that doesn’t mean that people will look 

at what you’ve done and like it.”

Even with the grumbling, many musicians thanked him 

for his support of their careers. He wrote a letter of 

recommendation for trombonist Leonard Neidhold for 

an audition with the San Francisco Symphony. He helped 

French horn player Kris Engstrom get a job at Truckee 

Meadows Community College. The conductor took a 

personal interest in Molly Carr, a young violist in the youth 

orchestra, who showed tremendous talent, and arranged 

for her to play for Itzhak Perlman. Nancy Pearl warmly 

remembered that he came to the Promenade retirement 

home to wish her mother a happy 90th birthday. 

Most of the musicians praised Jekowsky’s talent and knew 

he could bring out their best. Marianne Maytan, one of 

the original musicians with the Phil, said, “Musically, he 

brought more to the orchestra than all four conductors. 

He made us into a professional orchestra.” Concertmaster 

Philip Ruder said, “Jekowsky was a mixture of good and bad 

attributes. It is hard to sustain the honeymoon period and 

unfortunately, it often ends in divorce.” 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
AND STAFF

Jekowsky elicited a broad array of emotions from the trustees 

and staff, similar to those of the orchestra. His talent was 

admired, and his ego sometimes criticized. President Coy 

appreciated Jekowsky’s pre-concert talks. “He had a nice sense 

of humor and made it easier to understand and appreciate the 

music and composers.” Incoming president Phil Rose bonded 

immediately with Jekowsky, and the two became quite close. 

Merle Rose remembered there were shared meals both in Reno 

and Tiburon where Jekowsky lived. Future board president 

John Worthington arrived in Reno and saw an ad in the paper 

for a classical music concert featuring Jekowsky. He had 

previously seen the conductor lead the National Symphony and 

went out of curiosity. “I went with low expectations and was 

absolutely blown away.” Treasurer Ron Zurek said, “Getting 

Jekowsky was a feather in our cap.” Trustee Sandy Raffealli 

said, “He was absolutely charming. Barry made you feel the 

music when you watched him; he was precise, energetic and 

a showman.” Another future president, Charlotte McConnell 

reported, “There was an immediate improvement in the quality 

of music. We had dinner with him and his wife in Tiburon and 

learned that our host loved baseball. We totally enjoyed the 

evening. He was very down-to-earth.”

After the board selected Jekowsky, Phil Rose, then president-

elect, convinced Executive Director Barry Auman to remain 

for a year to help with the transition. Personnel Manager CJ 

Walters said, “Auman was great to work for. He was a good 

bridge between the board, staff, and community.” Auman 

remembered one occasion when Jekowsky was especially 

charismatic. The conductor wanted to raise money to perform 

Beethoven Lives Upstairs for the youth concerts. The two men 

paid a visit to Moya Lear, and Jekowsky charmed her. In 

Auman’s words, “Jekowsky brought the bread home.” Walters 

also said, “The combination of the Barrys transformed the 

whole association to a more professional level. It became more 

of a business.” 

Leaders are not always 
beloved. It is how 

they do their job that 
matters.

— Warren Lerude, author, publisher

“

Phil Rose, board president.
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Unfortunately, it soon became apparent to the board the 

two Barrys were not compatible. Coy, then the president, 

recalled the two men didn’t get along, and each would 

complain about the other to her. Auman received an offer 

to work at the North Carolina School of the Performing 

Arts in his home state. His exit was timely for everyone 

but community leader Lynn Atcheson. 

As Rose’s term as past 

president was ending, he 

convinced Atcheson to 

take over as president. 

Little did she know 

that she would almost 

immediately face a 

significant staff issue 

after Auman’s departure. 

Atcheson formed the 

search committee to fill 

the position, not realizing that there would be three new 

executive directors during her term. The first two came 

and went within a two-year time-span because of more 

lucrative and challenging job offers. Atcheson feels her 

claim to fame is finally finding Tim Young to take over 

the leadership position.

A professional recruiter approached Young, a New Zealander, 

to look at the Reno opening. After contacting Don Andrews, 

who had just left the position as executive director, and 

learning that he had resigned for personal reasons, Young 

visited Reno in 2003. He found “a beautiful society that was 

open to change with tons of support for the orchestra.” He 

appreciated the strength of both Lynn Atcheson and Bob 

Armstrong, the vice-president, brought to the Phil. In July, he 

attended his first concert, Pops on the River. “I was absolutely 

wowed,” he said.

Young was excited to work with Jekowsky. The executive 

director described the conductor as a musical genius with a 

high level of experience. “He was a showman, a great sport, 

and he certainly came up with new ideas on how to entertain,” 

Young said.

The years of Jekowsky’s tenure proved challenging for the 

board of trustees. Over the decade, the board dealt with the 

frustration of the orchestra and ongoing conflicts with some 

members of the board. Dori Darden recalled that her husband, 

Jack Fegely, hated contract time. “The conductor would give 

Jack all kinds of excuses why he needed a raise even though he 

knew the orchestra couldn’t afford it,” she said. Also, Jekowsky 

expressed frustration about the artistic committee. He didn’t 

like the members telling him to perform audience-friendly 

pieces repeatedly. It was important to the conductor that he 

showcased contemporary American music, which did not 

necessarily please the patrons.

When you are a leader, some see your 
vision, others don’t.

— Barry Jekowsky

“

Tim Young, 2003.

THE RENO 
PHILHARMONIC GUILD 
AND THE SIERRA 
PHILHARMONIC LEAGUE 
ACTIVITIES

Pops on the River, the Guild’s most significant fundraising event, continued 

to grow. For several years, 150 tables sold and attendees came in costumes 

matching their table themes. With each year, the decorations became more 

elaborate, and the party became the social event of the summer. Angela White, 

chairman for many years, said Jekowsky’s showmanship was huge. “His body 

language and actions commanded excellence,” she said. A frequent attendee, 

Marilyn Marston remembered the thrill when Jekowsky paid a visit to each table 

thanking the patrons for their support. 

An ongoing event put on by the league was Wine with the Maestro, held before 

each concert in someone’s home. “Barry was wonderful in those intimate 

settings. He was absolutely charming, and people got to know him,” remembered 

Nancy Pearl, then president of the league. Angela White described Jekowsky 

at these events as very passionate about music, with a huge knowledge base. 

“When he described the pieces to be performed, his eyes would light up, and his 

enthusiasm would spread,” she said.

The Sierra Philharmonic League was equally busy with its own Wine with the 

Maestro evenings and support of the Carson City Strings programs. But, like 

the Guild, their big event was the Fourth of July concerts in Genoa. Audiences 

continued to grow and more and more of the fort and the grounds were used 

to seat the orchestra and audience. One of the biggest fundraisers at this event 

was their raffle and silent auction. The volunteers in their t-shirts especially 

designed in school contests were all over the park getting people to chip in. 

From early morning until concert times, there was live entertainment and 

activities for the children.
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EDUCATION AND 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Just four years after the creation of the Youth Symphony Orchestra, it was clear to the Board that there needed to be another 

youth orchestra to serve as a training ground for young musicians to reach the level necessary to play in the YSO. In 1999, 

the second youth orchestra, the Youth Concert Orchestra, was created. Composed of middle and high school students, this 

orchestra provides the young musicians the opportunity to further develop their skills and knowledge of repertoire. Many of 

them successfully audition and are accepted into the YSO. The YCO quickly filled up with aspiring youth, and like the YSO, the 

membership remains at 75 to 85 students.

THE CONCERTS
The most significant aspect of Jekowsky’s decade in 

Reno was the high caliber of music and the brilliant 

guest artists. As attendance increased at the concerts, 

with the encouragement of Phil Rose, the performance 

schedule expanded to include a Sunday matinee as well 

as the traditional Tuesday night concert. It was clear that 

Jekowsky was beloved in the community. 

Guest artists included a collection of young and bright 

musicians, such as cellist Alisa Weilerstein, who debuted 

with the Cleveland Symphony at age 13, Reno violist 

Molly Carr, and Andrew Van Oeyen, considered one 

of the most captivating pianists of his generation, who 

debuted with the Los Angeles Philharmonic at 17. A 

protégée of Jekowsky’s, Sarah Chang, is considered one 

of the world’s most captivating and gifted violinists on 

the stage today.

The conductor also shared 

well-known artists with 

the audience: two Van 

Cliburn piano competition 

gold medalists Stanislav 

Loudenitch and Jon 

Nakamatsu, and silver 

medalist Maxim Philippov. 

Critically acclaimed 

violinists Anne Akiko 

Meyers and Nadja Salerno-Sonnenberg performed 

with the Reno Phil. Sonnenberg’s performance of the 

Shostakovich Concerto was considered “over the top” 

by executive director Tim Young. Violinist Jessica 

Escobar also clearly remembered the Sonneberg concert, 

“She conversed with her eyes.” Alison Harvey, another 

violinist, remarked: “with artists of her caliber, Jekowsky 

was always pushing us.” Violinist Bruce McBeth 

reminisced that “she was like a bull in a china shop, but 

boy could she play. She was hardly contained.”

Alisa Weilerstein.

Development Director Jane Raley remembered Anne 

Akiko Meyers’ performance of Summertime as a tribute to 

Jekowsky during his final season. “I had tears streaming 

down my cheeks; it was so beautiful.” The Assad brothers 

performed their virtuosic guitar music to standing 

ovation. Young recalled, “No one present will forget the 

performance by Rachel Eng of the second movement of 

the Second Rachmaninoff Concerto in memory of Jack 

Fegely.”

Jekowsky conducted “off-beat” arrangements including 

the An Orkney Wedding with Sunrise with bagpipes, 

several pieces with pan flute artist R. Carlos Nakai, and 

Kevin Puts’ Marimba Concerto, composed for brilliant 

percussionist Makoto Nakura. Bolero was performed with 

flamenco dancers in full costume. Jekowsky introduced 

Reno audiences to new composers Christopher 

Theofanidis’ Rainbow Body and James De Marz’ Second 

World Concerto written for Nakai.

The conductor also provided local musicians and 

celebrities the opportunity to be soloists with the 

orchestra, including concertmaster Philip Ruder, John 

and Peter Lenz on cello, David Ehrke on clarinet, and 

pianist James Winn. Ehrke remembered, “I sweated blood 

over the clarinet Variations for Orchestra by talented 

Argentinean composer Alberto Ginastera.” Mayor Bob 

Cashell narrated Copland’s Lincoln Portrait. The mayor 

remembered that “never in my public career had I been 

so nervous.” 
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The audience, chorus, and orchestra benefitted from Jekowsky’s skill as a conductor when pieces 

by Jekowsky’s mentor, Leonard Bernstein, were played. When the orchestra performed On The 

Waterfront, few knew the music was composed by Bernstein and loved it. Nancy Pearl, who as a 

chorus member sang Chichester Psalms and Candide, loved that Jekowsky used a baton Bernstein 

gave to him. Patty Dickens, another singer, prized that the conductor would share stories about 

Bernstein with the chorus. “It made those compositions come alive.” Baritone Michael Hillerby 

talked about his time in the chorus. “Just getting to sing with Barry was a wonderful change from 

the gears of daily life.” Bruce McBeth recalled a story about one of the soloists performing in 

Candide. “Out walks this absolutely stunning girl in a see-through dress with green vines on it. She 

stood in front of the cello section and principal Peter Lenz, seated behind her, had a very revealing 

view. Peter turned bright red and obviously had difficulty concentrating for the rest of the piece.” 

Many felt one of the longest-lasting gifts Jekowsky gave to 

Reno audiences resulted from his relationship with Jan and 

Bob Davidson. Marie Baxter, the then executive director of 

the Davidson School, knew the couple wanted to create a 

MacArthur Foundation-type award for young science and 

math standouts. Jekowsky became an evaluator for the 

young scholars and, with his guidance, music was added 

to the criteria. One recipient in each field could receive up 

to $50,000 a year. The prestigious awards are presented 

annually to the winning fellows in the U.S. Library of 

Congress in Washington, D.C.

Since 2001, the Davidson Foundation decided to have the 

Reno Phil feature one of the music award winners. Sebastian 

Chang was the first recipient whom Baxter remembers as 

one of the sweetest people ever. As a prelude to the concert, 

the young artist and composer were introduced to a crowd of 

donors at the home of the Davidsons at Lake Tahoe. The pianist took it all in stride even though 

he was barely a teenager. Since then, a Davidson fellow performs with the orchestra at least 

once each season. Baxter said, “Barry had the amazing ability to use his own gifts to help young 

performers utilize and expand their own.” She considered herself the champion of Jekowsky’s fan 

club. “He was innovative, creative and easy to work with.”

His Beethoven Nine 
brought me to tears.

— Millard Reed, an audience member

“

His love for educating youth was evident in the Young People’s 

Concerts. By the end of his tenure, thousands of elementary 

school students were attending classical music concerts each 

school year. The long line of yellow school buses parked at the 

Pioneer Center proved the impact of the shows.

Ed Kleiner, a longtime supporter of the Reno Phil, said the 

conductor “had a great selection of music, a jump in the 

quality of performance and treated us with guests of great 

significance.” Tim Young summarized Jekowsky’s tenure by 

saying, “Barry is a musical genius who shared with us his 

wealth of high-level experience.”

Jekowsky took the orchestra to a golf course, to under the Reno Arch, to Lake Tahoe, and to the big stage at the Reno Hilton. 

At the Hilton, the conductor presented his showmanship during the extravagant holiday concert, Spirit of the Season. 

Violinist Alison Harvey learned that Jekowsky grew up loving the Christmas Spectacular starring the Radio City Rockettes 

and he wanted to have a really big show in Reno. Spirit of the Season provided Jekowsky with the opportunity to let his 

imagination go wild with jugglers, acrobats, singer Toni Tenille, and choruses. It provided him with the chance to show off 

another of his passions, as he described himself as “a closet magician” who loved magic tricks, cards, and coins. Development 

Director Jane Raley remembered one concert when the fire alarm accidentally went off in the middle of the show. Jekowsky 

handled the audience, orchestra, and cast with great aplomb and kept everyone calm. Both musicians Nancy Hoffman 

and Barbara McMeen described “the dog and pony show as pretty wild.” It was at a Spirit of the Season performance that 

Jekowsky introduced a concerto he composed for slot machines. “I did it for the community and the individuality of the 

community. The machines were perfectly synchronized to clang and ring bells.” Jekowsky said, “Flat out, Spirit of the Season 

was a true labor of love.” 

Without Jekowsky as the conductor, on the outdoor stage at the Hilton, the orchestra performed with two well known rock 

groups – Yes and the Moody Blues. Yes lead vocalist Jon Anderson said, “The band had always dreamed of performing with an 

orchestra in a tour setting,” and the Reno concert was the first stop in a 30-plus city tour of the United States. Chuck Reider, 

a trombonist, recalled the Moody Blues performance was “the only concert the Phil has played, accompanied by a strong 

marijuana smell.” 

Rhythm and Rawhide, a joint effort with the Reno Rodeo 

Foundation, became an effective fundraiser for both 

organizations with Jekowsky’s showmanship contributing 

to its success. The conductor reported, “Putting together 

cowboys and the symphony fulfilled a long-time fantasy. I’ve 

always loved cowboy poetry.” He wore custom-made chaps, 

rode on the Wells Fargo wagon, and even let a woman with 

a bullwhip remove a rose from his mouth. Reno Mayor Bob 

Cashell loved Rhythm and Rawhide. He called it a “great 

event. We raised a little money and raised Cain. One time I 

did a quick draw with Reno Phil President Fred Hamilton. We 

started to count our steps away from each other. I took one, 

turned and shot him in the back. The audience loved it.”
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THE PHIL 
ON THE ROAD

Jekowsky at Rhythm and Rawhide.
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One of Jekowsky’s most popular concerts took place in the summer 

on Virginia Street, celebrating the Silver Legacy Resort and Casino 

birthday with the audience sitting in chairs listening to the music, 

waiting for the trains to come through and the fireworks to explode. 

Several musicians talked about Jekowsky’s performance of Star 

Wars music when he battled with Darth Maul with lightsabers. Bev 

Colgan, a harpist, laughingly remembered the performance of the 

theme from Jurassic Park, with speakers up and down the street 

pounding out dinosaur footsteps. Violist Pat Crane well remembers 

the final concert in the series. From where she sat on the stage, 

she could see dark clouds coming in, then lightning strikes and 

thunder. Suddenly the sky opened up and “we all moved as fast as 

we could to get our instruments protected.” Bassist Julie Machado 

said, “Sitting on a metal stage during the lightning brought a new 

meaning to fear factor.” 

On a smaller scale, the orchestra performed for several years at the 

Lake Tahoe Music Festival at the Topol Pavilion and at concerts 

at Sand Harbor where on one occasion it snowed. The musicians 

also played at the opening of the PGA tournament at the Montrêux 

golf course. The memories of Montrêux were mixed. JoAnn Zurek 

remembered, “It was a wonderful summer event.” Sandy Raffealli 

echoed that sentiment. She loved watching the children romp 

around while the adults enjoyed the casual setting and good music. 

Donor Parky May felt the opposite. He thought there were too many 

distractions and too much talking to really enjoy the concert. 

The Reno Phil performed at Caesar’s Tahoe 

in 2004 featuring Reno violist Molly Carr, 

who played at the Kennedy Center in 

Washington D.C. and presented on National 

Public Radio’s “From the Top”. She was 

also featured on the PBS program Live from 

Lincoln Center.

In pop and classical concerts, Jekowsky was quite aware of how 

important his performance was in helping the Reno Phil grow 

in the community. He said, “I knew I was a celebrity and I took 

that very seriously.” He knew the audiences recognized his 

dedication. Echoed by patron Peggy Lowndes who described him as 

“flamboyant and he played to the audience, making us all love him.”

Molly Carr.

The Reno Phil performs in front of 
the Silver Legacy. Downtown Reno. 

THE END OF THE 
JEKOWSKY ERA

Though Jekowsky’s tenure was controversial, it was evident to the audience, donors, and musicians that 

his contributions to the Reno Phil and the community were considerable. He brought incredible music and 

guest artists, improved the quality of sound from the orchestra, grew the audience, and got the organization 

involved with the Davidson Institute for Talent Development. Many thought it unfortunate that his 

personality became difficult for both musicians and board members. Such feelings did not diminish the 

positive impact he had on the musical community, which benefited from his genius, talent, and passion. 

In a November 2006 Reno Gazette-Journal article, Jekowsky wrote, “I made a commitment to Reno, and after 

10 seasons I am very proud of my legacy. I am so pleased with the progress of this orchestra especially our 

successes in the education programs and in the concert hall.” 

THE LAST CONDUCTOR 
STANDING 2008-2009

The orchestra, board, and audience knew it would be difficult to replace Jekowsky. Talent, creativity, and charisma were 

crucial criteria for the search. The board decided to involve the whole community including the board, orchestra, audience, 

and donors. Charlotte McConnell was selected to be the chairperson. A search committee examined all applications and culled 

them down to a reasonable number. Then, members of the committee conducted phone interviews to filter the applicants. 

Some members of the committee watched the remaining candidates in rehearsal and performance to further reduce the 

number to five finalists. Then, select members of the committee observed each of the final five in a rehearsal and concert 

in their hometown. Those five then came to Reno, where they interviewed throughout the community and rehearsed and 

performed with the Reno Phil. The input from all stakeholders was important. “The conductor search was really fun and very 

time-consuming,” McConnell said.

The process worked perfectly. Initially, 175 people applied. McConnell, Philip Ruder, Peter Adlish, and Tim Young whittled 

that number to 35. Members of the search committee interviewed those candidates via phone and then, based on their reports, 

reduced the number to 14. Young traveled to see each candidate and one or two members of the committee attended both a 

rehearsal and a performance. “After the struggles with Barry’s rehearsal techniques, it was important to have someone from 

the search committee watch the finalists in rehearsal,” Adlish said. After a visit, Young and the committee members who 

observed a candidate would complete an extensive questionnaire covering musicianship, interpersonal skills, and experience 

for review by the entire committee.
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The process invigorated  
the base.

— Robert Armstrong,  former board member

“

I was really impressed with the 
transition process. The musicians 

were very involved.

— Ivanka Dill, violinist

“

I loved being part of the 
selection process.

— Sue Condie,  audience member and volunteer

“

Laura Jackson, 2008.

The fifth and final candidate was Laura Jackson, 

who had recently completed an appointment as 

the assistant conductor and American Conducting 

Fellow of the Atlanta Symphony. She came with 

broad experience conducting orchestras across 

the country and Canada. Heidemarie Rochlin had 

a strong impression of Jackson. “I went to every 

party, saw all the videos, then Laura came, and 

she immediately made everyone love her. Her 

presence was amazing.” Young observed Laura 

during the initial search and believed that she 

could “make music with a paper bag.” 

David Branson, then the head of music for the 

Washoe County School District, remembered, “It 

became evident that once we saw Laura, she was 

the best choice. She was vastly superior in every 

component, musically and personally.” Audience 

member Sybil Furman reminisced, “Laura brought 

the orchestra to a new level. There was a vibrancy, 

and the musicians seemed to respond well to her 

direction. She related well to the audience in the 

pre-concert talk.”

Many of the musicians expressed a positive 

reaction to Jackson’s audition. Both timpanist 

Robert Lightfoot and bassist Nancy Hoffman felt 

her audition was solid. 

The voting deadline was February 12, 2008, and 

the winner was announced on March 29. “The 

process was exhaustive, but once the choice 

was made no one said we didn’t make the right 

choice,” said Steve Frank, a board member. Laura 

Jackson would become the fourth conductor of the 

Reno Philharmonic.

McConnell recalled there was 

little controversy. “We had 

a good discussion and then 

voted to bring the number 

to five,” she said. Each of the 

five would spend about a 

week in Reno with time for 

interviews, rehearsal time 

and two performances. Much 

to the surprise of many, three 

of the finalists were women. 

In the first concert program 

for the “Last Conductor Standing,” Worthington wrote, “The 

group is alike in the sense that all its members are very 

talented, highly professional musicians and conductors, each 

fully able to perform the musical director’s duties. At the same 

time, the group is very diverse—its members have varying 

musical tastes and approaches to the task of conducting what 

is now a thoroughly developed symphony orchestra.”

The audience received directions on how to participate, a list of 

the criteria and five questions to answer online following each 

concert. The orchestra also received a list of questions. It was 

then up to the five finalists, Jeffrey Grogan, Rebecca Miller, 

Christopher Confessore, Sarah Hatsuko Hicks, and Laura 

Jackson, to prove themselves. 

Jeffrey Grogan was the first to undergo the vigorous scrutiny. 

He came from the New Jersey Symphony Orchestra where he 

was the education and community engagement conductor. 

Rebecca Miller, the first woman to conduct the Reno Phil in its 

first 40 years, was the second finalist. She was the conductor 

of the Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra and had recently 

finished a two-year stint as conducting fellow of the Houston 

Symphony. She came with rave reviews for her innovative 

programming and engaging podium manner. Finalist number 

three was Christopher Confessore, the Music Director and 

Conductor of the Brevard Symphony Orchestra and Resident 

Conductor of the Alabama Symphony Orchestra. Conducting 

an exotic dance-based program was candidate number four – 

Sarah Hatsuko Hicks. The New York Times described Hicks as 

one of the “next generation of up-and-coming conductors.” She 

was the assistant conductor of the Minnesota Orchestra and 

the staff conductor for the Curtis School of Music and had also 

served as the conductor of the Hawaiian symphony.

Charlotte McConnell.

The search was unique and 
done so well, but in the end, 
there was no question which 
one the orchestra wanted.

— Chris May, donor

“
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No. 1 with everybody.

— Marilyn Drendel, former League President

“

Laura is a home run.

— Reed Bingham, former trustee

“

She’s got it all.

— Sue Clark Sierra Arts Foundation, retired

“

She’s a complete package.

— Larry Engstrom UNR, Dean

“

She provides a sense of 
freshness and newness.

— Heather Gage, violinist

“

THE WOMAN
Jackson is the first female music director and conductor 

of the Reno Phil. She brings a dynamic personality and 

conducting style to Reno audiences. Her father was 

an electrical engineer for General Electric and other 

international firms. As a result, Jackson often moved in 

her youth. Born in Roanoke, Virginia in 1967, she spent 

her elementary school years in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. 

She remembers taking trips to the beach and sitting on 

the back porch playing the ukulele while her dad played 

the guitar and her uncle the banjo. In fourth grade, her 

music teacher, Mr. Morris, demonstrated the orchestral 

instruments for the class and students could choose 

which one they wanted to play. He said something that 

profoundly influenced Jackson’s future. “If you play the 

violin, you will hear pitch really well.” She still isn’t sure 

why that particular skill fascinated her, but she began 

lessons and loved the instrument from the beginning. 

In sixth grade, her family moved to Plattsburg, New York 

where Jackson was, in her words, “a normal kid.” She 

studied music but also loved competitive swimming and 

diving, and spent summers waterskiing and sailing on 

Lake Champlain. In the winter of 1980, she participated 

in a program to experience the Olympic luge and bobsled 

courses, which aimed to attract the next generation of 

competitive athletes. She chose to luge and spent two 

weeks training with Olympic coaches. She had a tough 

crash during the second week but loved the sport enough 

that she showed up again two days later, scraped up and 

with a swollen black eye. Seeing her determination, one 

coach offered Jackson a position on his training team 

right there on the spot, explaining that she would luge 

about five hours a day, six days a week. She declined. 

Jackson knew she was different from her fellow athletes 

because her heart was indeed with music and not with 

sports. “I felt like a seagull in Oklahoma. My peers 

were not into music like I was,” she said. She spent an 

intense summer studying at the Meadowmount School 

of Music in Westport, New York and worked hard with 

her private violin teacher and in her public-school 

programs. Nevertheless, this was not enough. She 

wanted a more rigorous environment in which to study. 

A friend who had spent high school at the Interlochen 

Arts Academy encouraged Jackson to seek out a school 

like hers. With the additional encouragement of her 

parents and teachers, Jackson applied to the prestigious 

University of North Carolina School for the Arts in 

Winston-Salem and received a full scholarship. She 

entered there for her junior year of high school scared 

to death. “I could play the fiddle fairly well, but I really 

had very little background compared to so many students 

there,” Jackson said. “I threw myself into learning 

everything I could about music—all kinds of classical 

repertoire, history, theory, you name it. Of course, I also 

practiced an insane number of hours each day, which 

later on proved to have been too much.” The demands 

of the program, the performing schedule, and national 

competitions left her with considerable pain in her right 

arm and shoulder by the time she performed her senior 

recital and graduated.

Laura Jackson playing violin in 1993.
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No matter what, music was her life. She entered Indiana 

University to continue violin and music training. 

Unfortunately, her pain became debilitating. While she 

was unable to play the violin, she started singing in choirs 

that were laboratory ensembles for choral conductors. 

The conducting students would receive coaching from 

professors and Jackson could hear how the conductors’ 

changes would affect the sound of the choir. “It was 

fascinating,” she said. “I began to hear music differently. 

Suddenly the bass line, inner voices, and percussion were 

all so interesting! Before that, I had thought the first 

violins had the only interesting part!”

Her struggles with arm pain persisted, and she eventually 

felt her dream of being a concert violinist slip away. 

Discouraged because she couldn’t play her instrument, 

she left Indiana during her third year and moved to 

her parents’ home in New Hampshire. “I got a job in a 

bookstore, worked on cars as a hobby, and gradually made 

my way back to my violin with help from teachers, doctors 

and a surgery on my wrist,” Jackson said.

Then, Jackson taught violin at Phillips Exeter Academy 

in New Hampshire, one of the oldest and most prominent 

boarding schools in the United States. In addition to 

working with dedicated students, the academy provided 

her with her first opportunity to conduct the beginning 

student orchestra. She also freelanced as a violinist in 

Boston and studied music history at the University of 

New Hampshire. Then, for eight years, she conducted the 

volunteer Nashua Chamber Orchestra in New Hampshire. 

It fascinated her because the musicians would do anything 

to make music. “Playing in the orchestra was an essential 

activity they needed in their lives, and I really saw the role 

of music in a community,” she said.

She began taking private conducting lessons with 

conductor, pianist, composer, and pedagogue Robert 

Spano, who lived in New York City at the time. She would 

fly or drive long hours to see him for three or four-hour 

conducting lessons in whatever city, whenever he had 

time to teach her. She gradually developed conducting 

opportunities in Boston, including frequent rehearsals 

for the New England Conservatory Youth Symphony and 

Boston Youth Symphony Orchestra. After spending an 

intense summer as a conducting fellow at the Aspen Music 

Festival in 1997, she had her first opportunity to conduct 

a professional orchestra in Boston. She was utterly 

seduced by the interpretive possibilities when working 

with professional musicians.

That fall she took a conducting position at Colby 

College in Waterville, Maine, while still juggling violin 

jobs in Massachusetts and conducting and teaching in 

New Hampshire. “I was living in my car and basically 

going crazy,” she said. The pain returned, and she 

acknowledged to herself, “This is not working.” 

Her career as a violinist had to end. It was time to focus 

on conducting, and Jackson looked for conducting 

schools. She selected the University of Michigan, where 

she relocated and earned her Master’s and Doctorate 

degrees studying with Kenneth Kiesler. During the 

summers, she was a conducting fellow at the Tanglewood 

Music Center where she learned from numerous, world-

renowned conductors and developed her passion for 

commissioning while hanging out with the composition 

fellows and performing their works. In Michigan, she 

met her future husband, musicologist Mark Clague. They 

were both graduate students, and Mark was the executive 

editor for MUSA, a scholarly editions project housed at 

the university. They started dating, and Mark later joined 

the musicology faculty. When they married in 2006, 

Jackson gained twin daughters and one son.

While finishing her final year at the University of 

Michigan, she auditioned to become the assistant 

conductor and American Conducting Fellow with the 

Atlanta Symphony, a joint position with the orchestra 

and the League of American Orchestras. The League 

chose four conductors, of which Jackson was one, and 

placed them with major orchestras. She spent three years 

in Atlanta. “I hit Atlanta at a perfect time,” Jackson said. 

“It was absolutely a world-class orchestra and my mentor 

Robert Spano was the music director.” While there, 

Jackson conducted all types of concerts, both indoor 

and outdoor, and learned from the musicians and staff. 

“It was intense,” she said. “I only had two consecutive 

days off every six weeks, and on each of these occasional 

weekends I would go directly from the concert hall to the 

airport to fly home as quickly as possible to Ann Arbor.”

As challenging as the position was, the experience 

was incredibly valuable. “Atlanta put me on the 

map,” she said. By her third year, Jackson frequently 

guest conducted throughout North America and 

internationally. In a single trip, she conducted three 

challenging appointments in the Philippines, Canada, 

and San Antonio, Texas. Soon after this whirlwind, she 

auditioned in Reno. She was eager to invest in building 

an orchestra’s presence in a community over time. When 

she arrived in Reno, she felt instant chemistry with the 

Reno Phil’s trustees, orchestra, and donors. In rehearsal, 

she immediately felt the energy and commitment of the 

musicians. It was clear they deeply loved music, and that 

music was as much a part of their souls as it was hers.

Now, Jackson splits her time between Ann Arbor and 

Reno and participates in conducting opportunities 

ranging from Algeria to Oregon and Atlanta. 

The musicians wanted a change after the discord with 

Jekowsky. “The orchestra was looking for someone who 

was super nice, yet talented,” Violist Kati Wentink said. 

Jackson was “definitely chosen by the orchestra,” Engrid 

Barnett, a bass player, said.

The musicians’ accolades covered her talent, 

communication style, music selection, and her 

relationship with the audience and community. Often 

conductors are egotistical enough that they do not seem 

human to the orchestra. That is not true of Jackson’s 

relationships with the musicians. “She earns an AAA star 

with communication,” said Jeff Leep, bassoonist. Mary 

Miller, flute player, and personnel manager, said Jackson 

gives room for creativity and freedom. “I love Laura,” 

said violinist Virginia Bowman. “She is a solid musician 

and the kind of woman I strive to be.”

THE ORCHESTRA 
AND CHORUS

Concertmaster Ruth Lenz admires the healthy respect 

Jackson has for the orchestra. Another violinist Van 

Vinikow recalled that it was touching when she wanted 

to conduct when her dad was dying. “It really integrated 

her into the bosom of the orchestra,” Vinikow said. Wind 

player Mary Ann Lazzari said, “She is demanding without 

being demeaning.” Harpist Bev Colgan called Jackson 

warm and caring. “We hit pay-dirt all the way,” said Toni 

de Salvo. Many musicians said they appreciate Jackson’s 

desire to become an even more proficient conductor. 

Bassist Scott Faulkner said, “It is inspiring that she 

watched a video of herself conducting. She always wants 

to improve her skills.” Cellist Eileen Brownell summarized, 

“Even though we don’t always agree with her decisions, 

her job is to mold us into the best orchestra possible, and 

we respect that.”

I’m amazed at her passion 
on the stage. I tear up 

when I watch her.
— Kris Engstrom, French horn

“
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During Jackson’s time with the orchestra, two musicians 

who began playing with the orchestra during Gregory 

Stone’s era retired. After 45 years playing with the Reno 

Phil, at age 83, violinist Marilyn Sevilla set her instrument 

aside. Jackson reminisced, “Marilyn was a rock of wisdom 

and experience in the violin section, and she is one of 

the loveliest human beings I’ve met in Reno. Her passion 

for music and for playing with the Phil were absolutely 

remarkable.” Also retiring after 40 years was Andrea Lenz, 

the principal oboist, who started performing with the Reno 

Phil at age 19. Both women were loved and respected by 

the other musicians and audience members as seen by the 

enthusiastic response when they were introduced at their 

final concerts. 

A third longtime musician who made significant 

contributions to the orchestra also retired. Dr. David Ehrke, 

the principal clarinet, started playing the first year that 

Daniels came to Reno in 1979. Nearly all clarinetists who 

have played in that section were his students. Anyone who 

ever attended a Phil performance of Gershwin’s Rhapsody in 

Blue heard Ehrke’s stirring rendition of the moving sounds 

that open the piece. All three of the retiring musicians 

frequently performed as soloists during their tenure. 

Longtime concertmaster Philip Ruder also retired after 

Jackson became the conductor. After rigorous auditions, Dr. 

Ruth Lenz was selected for the post. She started studying 

with her mother, Paula Lenz, at age two and continued 

studying earning Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees from 

UNR, where she studied under Ruder. She received 

her doctorate at the University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign. Ruth also serves as the concertmaster for the 

Reno Chamber Orchestra and as concertmaster and soloists 

for orchestras across the country. “Ruth is a wonderful 

player and leader for the Phil, and all of us benefit from her 

talent and hard work,” Jackson said. 

The music is inside of her.

— Mary Ann Lazzari, piccolo, flute“

She has a superstar kind 
of thing about her.

— Catherine Matovich, viola

“

If you have quality musicians 
presenting quality work, it makes 
my job easier.

— Jane Raley, Director of Development

“

Concertmaster Dr. Ruth Lenz, 
Photo by Anicia Beckwith.
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THE AMAZING FAMILY 
OF ELIZABETH AND 
DR. GILBERT LENZ
The musical influence of the Lenz family is like a talented 

octopus with its tentacles reaching all corners of the 

stage. Just look around the orchestra.

Leading musician is concertmaster, Dr. Ruth Lenz. She 

has a large personal violin studio and plays with other 

orchestras around the west coast. Her uncle Joel, a 

mining engineer, once played in the first violin section, 

but his job in eastern Nevada made it impossible for him 

to perform anymore. In the second violin section sits 

Paula Lenz, Ruth’s mother. Paula was her daughter’s first 

teacher and has taught many children who have gone on 

to acclaim. 

Then, we skip across to the cello section, led by another 

mining engineer and principal cellist, Peter Lenz. Seated 

behind him is nephew Johnny Lenz, a Douglas County 

deputy sheriff. Going further back to the basses is son-in-

law Scott Faulkner, former executive director of the Reno 

Chamber Orchestra.

Traveling to the woodwinds is the principal oboe seat 

held for nearly 40 years by recently retired Andrea Lenz. 

The next seat is for the principal flutist, Mary Miller, 

University of Nevada, Reno professor and former wife 

of Peter Lenz. The couple had two children, opera singer 

Julie and violinist Elizabeth. Both have performed with 

the Reno Phil.

Off to the brass section, attorney Mark Lenz often 

subbed on the trombone and his wife Virginia, a violist, 

was a longtime member of the San Francisco Symphony 

who occasionally performed with the Reno Phil. She 

was also a teacher of Dustin Budish, now the Phil’s 

principal violist. 

Seated next to the trombone section is principal 

trumpeter Paul Lenz, an instructor at UNR and 

performer in Nevada showrooms. Paul’s daughter 

Madeline played violin in the top youth orchestra and 

now performs in the UNR orchestra. Finally, comes 

principal French horn player, retired UNR professor 

John Lenz, husband of Paula and father of Ruth and 

Johnny. John is equally talented on the cello and is 

the only person to graduate from the New England 

Conservatory of Music performing on two such 

unrelated instruments for his graduation recital. 

The matriarch of the family, Elizabeth Lenz, is a 

wonder. She served on the Washoe County School 

District Board of Trustees and has a school named 

after her. Her love of music led her to create the strings 

program for all fourth graders in the district, a program 

that is still going strong. She served as president of the 

Reno Chamber Orchestra board and many other boards 

and commissions. In 2013, she was inducted into the 

Nevada Women’s Fund Hall of Fame. 

In a May 17, 2017, column in the Reno Gazette-Journal, son-in-law Scott Faulkner wrote: 

On February 8, 2008, our community lost Dr. Gilbert Lenz. Nurses, fellow doctors, and 

patients held the surgeon in the highest regard as evidenced by the many entries posted in 

the newspaper at the time of his death. One patient, Ralph Shay, wrote, “Dr. Lenz was one of 

my favorite human beings. He taught me about humanity and humility.”

The combination of these two inspiring people and their children has profoundly influenced 

the history of the Reno Phil. As each of Elizabeth and Gilbert’s children retires from the 

orchestra, there is a whole new generation of grand- and great-grandchildren waiting in the 

wings. It is clear the Lenz name will be in concert programs for years to come.

First row, from left: Paula Lenz, Madeline Lenz, Elizabeth Lenz, and Andrea Lenz. 
Second row, from left: Sara Fujii, Ruth Lenz, Sidonie Williams, Johnny Lenz, and Scott Faulkner.  
Third row, from left: John Lenz, Mark Lenz, Peter Lenz, Gilbert Lenz, Joel Lenz, and Paul Lenz.

The statistics are staggering. She has seven children, 21 grandchildren, 
and 22 great-grandchildren. Factor in spouses and significant others, 
some 25 members of the Lenz clan have graced local stages, eight in 
principal chairs of the Reno Phil and the Reno Chamber Orchestra.

“
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THE BOARD, STAFF, 
AND COMMUNITY
The Board of Trustees continues to be the backbone of the Reno 

Phil. Former Chair Charlotte McConnell praised the commitment 

and dedication of the members. “It is a wonderful group, 

representative of many areas of the community. The meetings 

are interesting, and everyone is eager to work,” she said. Four 

talented and committed leaders followed McConnell as chair: 

Sandy Raffealli, Keith Burrowes, Jack Westermeyer, and Eric 

Gangloff. Each brought very different skills, which ensured 

the success of the high functioning, 28-member board. The 

committee structure is well-established, and each member knows 

his or her responsibilities.

Board members said it is refreshing that Jackson is so available 

to the public. Margo Piscevich noted the conductor really is part 

of the community on all levels. “Her pre-concert talks on Tuesday 

nights, for example, are standing room only,” she said. Angela 

White reflected, “The audience is empowered by what she brings 

out. Everyone is engulfed with what she is doing.” John Badwick 

added, “There is great connectivity between her, the orchestra 

and the audience.” On a more personal note, retired board member Jon Wade said, “I feel an intimacy with her the minute she 

steps on the stage.” 

Several board members expressed appreciation for the positive relationship between Jackson and CEO Young. Jeff Leep, who 

served as the orchestra member on the board, said, “It was enlightening to be a board member. Tim’s desire for transparency 

and understanding and Laura’s communication style helps there be a balance between the orchestra and management.” 

In every performance, 
there is energy, passion, 

and talent. She is a 
phenomenal addition 

to the community.

— John Badwick, former board member

“

The 2017-18 Reno Phil Board of Directors. From left: Walt Smith, Michael Hillerby, Margo Piscevich, Warren 
Lerude, Jacey Prupas, Patrick Woodard, Mary Simmons, Mercedes de la Garza, Eric Gangloff, Heidi Foster.  
Second row, from left: Sue Foltz, Meagan Noin, John McCall, Alice Mull, Stephen Williams, Angela White. 
Third row, from left: Karen Stout-Gardener, Deena Behnke, Manuel Tjoa.

Not pictured: Jack Westermeyer, John Drakulich, Steve Frank, John Perduk, and Mehmet Serkan Tosun.

Former concertmaster and member of the board Philip Ruder added, “Tim is a talented administrator. He has a good 

relationship with Laura, is transparent with the orchestra and is down to earth.” Cellist Nathan Chan, soloist and a favorite 

with Reno audiences, commented, “Tim and Laura are a dynamic duo. It is a fantastic experience to play here.” 

Audience members expressed similar affection for 

Jackson. Millard Reed, a strong supporter of the orchestra, 

said, “She is a beautiful person to be with.” “Anyone 

who meets her loves her,” added Nancy Eklof. “She has 

a knack for talking as if she is just interacting with one 

or two people,” said Gloria Melms. “Her concerts provide 

an interesting combination of being relaxed and being 

stimulated. I look forward to each one,” reflected Sybil Furman. “Laura is more engaged with the audience than any conductor 

I’ve ever seen,” said patron Idora Silver. Attendance has steadily grown over the past 10 years.

After a hiatus of several years, the Reno Phil board and 

the Reno Rodeo Foundation brought back Rhythm and 

Rawhide. The collaboration had stopped after the 2008 

recession, but, by 2016, both boards were ready to return 

with Jack Westermeyer from the Reno Phil and Mark 

Elston from the Rodeo Foundation as co-chairmen. With attendees dressed in western attire, the atmosphere was lively, the 

Phil and guest artists excelled, and Jackson stood out as the leader. Starsound owner Scott Bergstrom described Laura as fresh 

and peppy. “It’s fun that she doesn’t fit the mold,” he said. “She brings a sparkle to the event.” The event was successful, it 

seemed natural to repeat it in the spring of 2017. Sue Foltz represented the Phil and Jeff Turnipseed, the Rodeo Foundation. 

Again, it met all expectations. Jaclyn Raley, Reno Phil’s development and marketing coordinator, called it exciting. “It is such a 

fun event,” Raley said. “Everyone was eager to plan it with the two organizations working together. All the hard work is worth 

it.” Donor Heidemarie Rochlin called Rhythm 

and Rawhide amazing and top-notch with 

terrific guest artists.”

The Jackson era has been a stimulating 

time for the staff of the Reno Phil and the 

audience. Office systems changed along with 

the development of new marketing strategies. 

These changes provided challenges, but as 

they worked together welcoming new staff 

members, a strong cohesive group formed. 

Michael Hicks, box office manager and 

volunteer coordinator, recognizes that Jackson 

brings enthusiasm and energy to the entire 

operation. Evelyn Klatt, director of marketing, 

has had fun implementing the Phil’s new 

brand. She has found it easy to promote 

Jackson. “Laura is contagious, genuine, and 

warm,” Klatt said. “Her knowledge about 

her craft is inspiring.” Former Director of 

Education Amy Heald loved collaborating with 

Jackson. “She is willing to try anything.” 

She is getting great results with the orchestra 
and brings youthfulness to the organization.“
— Eric Gangloff, Chair of the Board of Trustees.

She cares deeply about music and making music. 
It was a complete love fest when she came.“
— Tim Young, President and CEO

She embraces our community and the 
community embraces her. Laura is very hands on, 
and we really get her out there. People gravitate 
to her enthusiasm.

“
— Jane Raley, Director of Development

Reno Phil Staff 2017-18 
From left: Heather Gage, Virginia Bowman, Kati Wentink, Deborah Hodges, 
Michael Hicks, Jane Raley, Tim Young, Jaclyn Raley, and Evelyn Klatt.

Not Pictured: Don Smith, Sheri Kovac, and Mary Miller.
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AN ASSOCIATE 
CONDUCTOR
A significant change in staffing for the Reno Phil 

happened the year before Jackson’s arrival in Reno with 

the addition of Dr. Jason Altieri. The youth orchestra 

program was expanding and had improved to the point 

that the board and Young believed it needed a professional 

conductor. Coincidentally, the University of Nevada, 

Reno also needed a conductor for its orchestra. The two 

entities created a partnership to hire Altieri who met both 

organization’s requirements. It is a unique position that 

everyone has called a win-win for both organizations. 

Young added, “In addition to those skills, it was a surprise 

that Jason was such a talented pops conductor. This talent 

has become very important in concert planning and taking 

the Phil to new audiences.” 

Altieri, a native of Georgia, became involved with music 

in early childhood and both his parents were members 

of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra. He attended the 

University of Georgia where he received a degree in music 

education and earned advanced degrees in conducting 

from Michigan State University. He is an accomplished 

conductor of many kinds of music from pops to opera to 

ballet. In addition to serving as the associate conductor 

of the Reno Phil, Altieri is also the music director of the 

Atlanta Pops Orchestra and the director of orchestras at 

UNR. Reno audiences most often see him conduct on the 

Fourth of July, the Spirit of the Season concerts, at Lake 

Tahoe, and the Youth Symphony Orchestra concerts. He 

took the youth orchestra to Disney Hall, Carnegie Hall, 

Boise, and Seattle. Volunteers Michael and Judy Henry call 

Altieri “Mr. Bubbly.” Violist Kati Wentink said, “Jason has 

a natural ability to get the musicians to do what he wants.” 

Several musicians mentioned how easily he stepped up to 

the plate to conduct Stravinsky’s difficult Petrushka when 

Jackson was called out of town for a family emergency.

Dr. Jason Altieri conducts Pops in the Park in 
Genoa, Nevada. 2013.

CHANGES IN 
THE RENO PHIL 
SUPPORT GROUPS

After nearly 30 years of teas, balls, and soirees, both the Reno 

Philharmonic Guild and the Sierra Philharmonic League ended their 

activities as the availability of time for the members diminished. 

“Statistics indicate changes often occur in the non-profit world that 

are not popular but necessary,” Tim Young said.

The Guild left a powerful legacy with Pops on the River. The 

concert has turned into one of the most popular events held in the 

city in July, overflowing the park with people in costumes, table 

decorations, and the orchestra performing Broadway hits and classic 

rock. Many hard-working volunteers continue to dream, plan, and 

organize the event. It remains a significant fundraising effort, and 

many attendees call it the social event of the summer. Development 

Director Jane Raley reported that the income continues to grow, 

netting more than $80,000 each year.

The Sierra Philharmonic League concluded on July 4, 2013, with 

a triumphant thirtieth-anniversary concert. About 4,500 people 

attended that final Pops in the Park at the fort in Genoa. Ron Daniels 

made a surprise appearance to conduct a piece, as he helped form 

the League and conducted the annual event for 18 years. “The 

League made significant contributions to the Phil over the years,” 

said president Phyllus Lidster. Those contributions ranged from 

evenings with the conductors and guest artists, to scholarships for 

young musicians to take lessons, to substantial financial support and 

30 years of memorable Fourth of July celebrations.

The end of these groups left a void for the Phil, which still needed volunteers. In 2011, 

a volunteer group formed to help in the office, at concerts, and special events. These 

volunteers provide hundreds of hours support each season. Several answer phones, prepare 

mailings, stamp invitations, conduct phone follow-up calls and surveys, and enter data. 

There are 11 volunteers at each performance in the Pioneer. Duties range from serving at 

will call, to selling tickets, to greeting the patrons, and working in the Crescendo Circle 

Lounge. Other volunteers serve coffee and refreshments for the chorus and orchestra 

at rehearsals. Sue Condie, George Smith, and Mary Cramer have received awards as 

outstanding volunteers.

Pops in the Park, 2013.

Mary Miller, Ron Daniels, and 
Rita Haun at Pops in the Park.
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EDUCATION AND 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
As the reputation of the Youth Symphony Orchestra 

spread, the young musicians started performing outside 

the Pioneer Center for the Performing Arts in community 

venues such as Renown Medical Center and Bartley 

Ranch. Dr. Jason Altieri wanted the youth orchestra to 

travel to ensure his “kids” could experience what he did 

as a young musician in a similar program in Atlanta. 

They became so well-known they were asked to audition 

and then performed in the Walt Disney Concert Hall in 

Los Angeles. “I was really proud of them in the Disney 

Hall concert,” Altieri said. “They were playing real music, 

just the way it was written.” The YSO also performed in 

Boise, Seattle, and Vancouver and landed a performance 

in New York’s Carnegie Hall in 2016.

The process to be accepted to perform in Carnegie Hall 

was difficult. The Reno Phil submitted recordings of 

the YSO in performance and got a slot. Altieri agonized 

over what to perform. “It was a challenge to find a piece 

that would meet the abilities of everyone playing,” 

he said. He selected Stravinsky’s Firebird Suite, which 

the YSO performed side-by-side with the Reno Phil 

orchestra before leaving for New York. “It was a great 

experience,” he said. All the preparation paid off. After 

the performance at Carnegie Hall, the YSO was met 

with a standing ovation. Heidemarie Rochlin, a strong 

supporter of the YSO, traveled to New York to see the 

youth orchestra perform. “Of course, I had to support the 

Carnegie tour and go see them. The youth played great 

and got a standing ovation. It was awesome.” 

Spanish Springs High School junior Kiarra Mariani loved 

the tours to Boise and New York. “I felt very honored 

that the YSO had raised enough money to provide this 

opportunity to all of us to travel,” she said. “I found 

it very interesting to learn how far music can take you 

in life.” Her two brothers, Damon and Antonio, also 

play in the YSO. Their father, Alec, said, “The primary 

opportunity my kids have is to play a higher level of 

symphonic music repertoire than they ever will have the 

chance to perform in a school orchestra.” Alec and mother, 

Kari, talked about the discipline the children must have to 

practice to perform in such a high caliber group.

A recent graduate of Damonte Ranch High School, 

Jonathan Hickox-Young, is a music major at Gustavus 

Adolphus College in Minnesota. “YSO was a unique and 

profound experience I will never forget,” he said. “It was 

my first opportunity to play in a high-quality ensemble 

that challenged and inspired me at every rehearsal. 

Playing in Carnegie was just the culmination of all the 

passion and drive this ensemble shows at every rehearsal 

and performance.”

In January 2018, the YSO performed in the Bay Area Youth 

Orchestra Festival for the first time with six other groups. 

In addition to conducting the YSO, Altieri also was the 

conductor for the Youth Concert Orchestra several years 

before Dustin Budish took the role. Budish, also the 

principal violist for the orchestra, never believed that 

when he started in YSO as a seventh grader that someday 

he would have the opportunity to be a soloist in a Classix 

concert and be selected to conduct one of the youth 

orchestras. “What an exciting adventure,” he said.

YCO musician Kiera Dyson, a sophomore at Bishop 

Manogue High School, a student of both Mark Lord and 

Paul Lenz, says being a part of the orchestra for her 

has been an eye-opening experience. “I can add to the 

bigger good,” she said. Another member of the YCO is 

Wendy Thompson, a student at the Davidson Academy. 

She has been playing the clarinet for six years and has 

studied with retired principal clarinet Dr. David Ehrke 

for five of those years. “I really enjoy playing in the 

group. It is exciting to learn and grow as the group does.” 

She believes the music is “just plain important and it 

creates a tighter community.” Thompson also plays in 

the Nevada Wind Ensemble and Symphonic Band and is 

an aspiring composer. She participated in a composition 

workshop with Zhou Tian, who recently had one of his 

pieces performed by the Reno Phil. Thompson is eagerly 

looking forward to auditioning for the YSO.

In 2008, the board of trustees created a third youth 

orchestra, Youth Strings Symphonia, for upper 

elementary and middle school string players. Carol 

Laube, the associate concertmaster for the Reno Phil, 

conducts. As with the other orchestras, the group began 

with about 35 violinists and has now grown to 70 or 

more playing all four of the string instruments. The YSS 

strengthens the upper-level orchestras as almost two-

thirds of the seats are filled by string players. Laube feels 

that the additional training helps the students perform 

better on their instruments and learn the importance of 

being part of a section.

Youth Orchestra members from left: Brian Wang, Anne Yan, coach Mary Ann Lazzari, 
Julia Kim, Paul Novak, and Reno Phil coach Mary Miller, March 2016.     
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RPA KIDS

In 2006, the Reno Phil created the Reno Philharmonic 

Association Kids to bring music to elementary 

students, particularly in Title I or at-risk schools. 

Known initially as Celebrate Strings, RPA Kids 

engages pre-sixth-grade students in a level of music 

education they would otherwise not have access to 

and connects them to resources to become lifelong 

music listeners, learners, and lovers. The after-school 

program is now offered at Bernice Mathews, Lincoln 

Park, and Stead elementary schools and provides an 

intensive introduction to strings. The children receive 

instruments and classes are held four days per week 

in eight-week blocks at no charge to the student or 

family. Each block concludes with a recital for parents, 

teachers, and fellow students. The Reno Phil pays the 

teachers with grants to make this program possible. 

There are currently five former RPA Kids students 

playing in the Reno Philharmonic Youth Orchestras.

RPA Kids from Bernice Mathews Elementary 
School having fun with their violins, 2016. 

In 2008, the Reno Phil became a partner in education 

with Bernice Mathews Elementary School. In 2009, the 

Reno Phil was awarded Contributor of the Year through 

the Washoe County School District’s Team-Up program 

for its RPA Kids program. In 2013, a mariachi ensemble 

was added to RPA Kids at Bernice Mathews Elementary. 

This school has a sizeable Latin population, and the 

Reno Phil wanted to encourage students to play music 

from their own cultures. In the following years, the 

ensemble has grown from four to nearly 30 members. 

During the 2015-2016 school year, RPA Kids mariachi 

ensembles performed with the Reno Phil during the 

Spirit of the Season concerts, at the Holland Project 

Teen Art Night, the Nevada Museum of Art, the Washoe 

County School District Mariachi Zone Concert, and the 

ArtSpot Art Walk. The Reno Phil receives grant support 

to help purchase instruments for these students. Young 

summarized these youth programs as ways to have a 

large portion of the community have a chance to perform 

and realize their success. “There is an intrinsic value in 

learning to play an instrument,” he said. 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADULTS

Not all of the educational activities are for youth. Many of the education and 

community engagement activities of the Reno Phil are designed for adults. From 

the time of Ron Daniels and Barry Jekowsky, pre-concert talks have been held in 

homes in both Reno and the Carson Valley. These intimate gatherings introduce 

the attendees to the music to be performed, the guest artist, and provide time 

with the conductor. In 2010, as attendance decreased, these sessions were 

discontinued. However, those same goals are met by the pre-concert discussions 

presented at the Pioneer Center for the Performing Arts. The crowds have 

grown so large that the talks have moved to the theater or are standing room 

only in the exhibition hall.

Reno Phil staff frequently give presentations at the Osher Lifelong Learning 

Institute (OLLI) at the University of Nevada, Reno. The annual Tea and 

Symphony gala is a highlight of OLLI activities, featuring Young, Jackson, and 

musical guests. These activities bring the Reno Phil to older citizens eager to 

learn about classical music and its important role in the community. 

The Reno Phil also wants to provide concert opportunities for a broader Truckee Meadows audience. For many 

years, with the support of the Silver Legacy, the orchestra performed in the middle of Virginia Street before 

crowds of hundreds. Since the founding of Artown, the Phil and the youth orchestras have performed free concerts 

at Bartley Ranch. For 30 years, the orchestra gave concerts in the fort at Genoa on July Fourth. Now, after a brief 

hiatus in Incline Village, under the direction of Altieri, the orchestra presents a patriotic concert on the Fourth of 

July in Wingfield Park with several thousand attendees. In the summer of 2017, as part of Artown, the Reno Phil 

presented the performance of Beethoven Lives Upstairs. Many attendees enjoyed learning that Beethoven had 

several pianos, and he cut off the legs of all of them, so he could lay on the floor and, at least, feel the tempo since 

his deaf ears couldn’t hear the music. The pops concerts teach that classical performance can take many forms. 

Since 2010, with the support of the Redfield Foundation, the Reno Phil has 

offered free concerts to families. The programs are specifically designed to 

be engaging for everyone from the youngest child to the grandparents.

“The education programs of the Reno Phil are a natural outgrowth of 

the symbiosis that exists between the community and the Phil,” said 

Education and Community Engagement Director Heather Gage. “The Phil 

musicians love playing for the youth in the community, and there is a lot 

of pride as we watch the musical growth of the next generation. We want 

everyone to know that this music is absolutely theirs—to learn, to create, 

to play along with or simply listen to.”

July 4 in Genoa, Nevada.

Billy Ray Cyrus and Reno Phil bassist, 
Nancy Hoffman, enjoying the July 4 concert 
in Incline Village, Nevada, 2013.
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THE CONCERTS
The board, audience and the orchestra and chorus play 

important roles in programming selections under Jackson’s 

direction. Most members of the audience and orchestra 

report they enjoy the orchestra performing a variety of music 

ranging from traditional to contemporary. “I love being 

stretched and having my musical comfort zone pushed,” said 

board member Deena Behnke. “I applaud her challenging the 

audience,” added recent board member Amy Booth. Board 

member Margo Piscovich augmented those statements. “It is 

wonderful to give young artists and composers a chance to do 

their part,” she said. Of course, there are others who prefer 

just to hear the old classics that some call the old warhorses, 

but most do seem to understand that playing contemporary 

music is one way to increase the size of the audiences.

Millard Reed, a long-time supporter of the Reno Phil, said Jackson brought a new 

outlook for music to the community. Another longtime patron, Ed Kleiner, added, 

“She is impressive on the podium and is good with all ages of people through her 

programming.” Volunteer Peggy Lowndes said, “Laura blows me away. I love her 

programming. She mixes the warhorses with the unfamiliar.” On the other hand, 

two volunteers expressed contrasting views. Sybil Furman said, “I really like her 

even if I haven’t been thrilled with all her selections.” Helen Donovan added, “I 

really like traditional melodic music. That’s why I go.”

Jackson and the artistic committee 

carefully evaluate the comments and 

balance the concerts between classical and 

contemporary music. Karen Stout-Gardner, 

cellist, and board member, said, “She is particularly gifted with romantic music. 

However, she is also a champion of new music and is putting Reno on the map 

through composition and various musicological projects.”

Some examples of traditional repertoire include the violin solos with 

Rachel Barton Pine, extraordinary cellist Zuill Bailey, soaring performance 

of Respighi’s Pines of Rome, and symphonies by Beethoven, Brahms, 

Tchaikovsky, and Rachmaninoff. Van Cliburn gold medalist Jon Nakamatsu 

is a favorite of many. Toshio Akiyama summed his talent well when he said, 

“Nakamatsu performs beautifully.” Conrad Tao, a former Davidson fellow, 

is another beloved pianist who grew up before Reno audiences. He first 

appeared when he was 14 and had his third appearance at 23.

She pushes the envelope.“ — Chuck Reider, trombone

You don’t have to like 
it all. Just appreciate 

what’s been done.

— Margo Piscovich, board member

“

The standard pieces are 
like visiting an old friend.“
— Kati Wentink, viola

Principals, clarinetist David 
Erhke and bassoonist Jeff Leep.

The performance of Mahler’s Second Symphony was 

remarkable. John Badwick summarized those thoughts. 

“The piece is complex and long, and it takes endurance 

and concentration. The way she executed the end was so 

soaring.” Violist Dustin Budish added, “Laura did a great 

job with the chorus on that massive piece.” Stravinsky’s 

Rite of Spring was another challenge for the orchestra. 

Principal bassoonist Jeff Leep gathered five principal 

players at his home for an extra practice because they 

wanted to play the difficult piece well. Trombone player 

Chuck Reider said, “She challenged the orchestra with Rite 

of Spring and Bartok. We have grown enough to meet the 

challenge.” Concertmaster Ruth Lenz commented, “The 

orchestra has risen to the occasion for whatever challenges 

she brings us.” A special Classix concert in March 2016 

included the side-by-side performance of the Reno 

Phil Youth Symphony Orchestra and the Phil to present 

Stravinsky’s Firebird Suite. The young musicians also 

performed the piece in Carnegie Hall in New York City.

Jackson also featured many of the Reno Phil musicians as 

soloists including John Lenz, Neil Tatman, Ruth Lenz, Mary 

Miller, and Dustin Budish. When tuba player Russ Dickman 

performed the theme from the movie, The Mission, for an 

encore, few realized the instrument was capable of making 

such melodic music. 

In the fall of 2014, the Reno Phil celebrated the 200th 

birthday of the “Star-Spangled Banner” and Nevada’s 150 

years of statehood by commissioning composer Michael 

Gandolfi to write a piece about the national anthem. 

The result was a multi-media show, with a chorus, 

video, costumes, and narrators joining the orchestra. 

The production, Chesapeake: Summer of 1814, told the 

story of the Battle of Baltimore during the War of 1812 

when the colonists finally beat the British navy at Fort 

McHenry. Francis Scott Key, from a British frigate, woke 

and through the smoke saw the flag still waving. The 

audience, board, and orchestra all appreciated the special 

performance. “I still get goosebumps when I remember 

the energy and the many tears of pride when the whole 

audience is singing the ‘Star-Spangled Banner’ at the 

end,” said Tim Callicrate, organizer of the Lake Tahoe 

Summer Festival.

In that same year, Nevada’s birthday gave rise to a 

statewide program developed by the Reno Phil. Carson 

City Symphony conductor David Bugli, with the 

support of the E. L. Wiegand Foundation, wrote a set 

of arrangements for Nevada’s state song “Home Means 

Nevada” for choruses, orchestras, and bands from the 

elementary school to professional level. The piece was 

performed throughout the state. Reno audiences saw a 

video of small children to high school students singing 

the song. The video also included a middle school band 

and a high school orchestra. In staying with the Nevada 

theme, the Reno Phil also performed Lost Vegas, a 

musical homage to the bygone days of Las Vegas. 
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According to Young, Reno audiences had no idea what awaited 

them when the Reno Phil collaborated with the University of 

Michigan Gershwin Initiative. Jackson serves on the board of 

directors of the initiative and her husband, Dr. Mark Clague, 

served as editor-in-chief of the George and Ira Gershwin Critical 

Edition. The February 2016 concert program best described the 

goal of the project “to create reliable scholarly editions that for 

the first time will represent the complete creative vision of the 

Gershwin brothers.” Colorado College Professor Dr. Ryan Paul 

Banagle, also on the editorial board of the initiative, was editing 

four separate arrangements of Rhapsody in Blue. Reno was 

selected to present the test performance of the score written for 

the Paul Whiteman Orchestra, edited by Clague, in February 2016.

“We were thrilled with the 

George Gershwin concert,” 

recalled patron Bob Seale. 

Young expressed, “It was 

a splendid opportunity to 

preview the new edition of Rhapsody in Blue as Gershwin had 

envisioned it for a jazz band with a saxophone quartet.” Violinist 

Alison Harvey said, “The Donald Sinta Quartet was amazing 

and knocked our socks off.” Pianist Jim Winn, who performed 

the piece many times, paid close attention to the score for all 

the additions and the few subtractions. There were no seats 

available for either the Sunday or Tuesday concerts, as well as 

all pre-concert activities. Patron Sara LaFrance summarized the 

charming performances. “The Gershwin concert was a knock-out. 

Hearing the way Gershwin wrote it and knowing the research 

made it very meaningful.”

Introducing Reno audiences to contemporary music is an integral 

part of Jackson’s mission. The orchestra has performed such 

pieces as Michael Gandolfi’s The Garden of Cosmic Speculation and 

Jonathan Leshnoff’s Guitar Concerto. Both of these composers 

are commissioned by major orchestras around the world. 

The Reno Phil commissioned pieces by two other composers 

including Sean Shepherd, a graduate of Reed High School in 

Sparks. The New York Times deemed Shepherd “as an exciting 

composer of the new American generation.” Shepherd, though 

he went to Indiana University and Juilliard, loved the West. In 

his own words, he “responded to landscapes and environments 

that have been meaningful to me.” He premiered Silvery Rills 

and Desert Garden to a home-town crowd. With financial support 

from the Kennedy Foundation, he served as composer-in-

residence in Reno for a year. He worked with all ages of Washoe 

County schoolchildren, helping them compose 

their own music and served as a guest lecturer 

in the composition classes at the University of 

Nevada, Reno.

The other composer commissioned by the Reno 

Phil is Chinese-American Zhou Tian whose pieces 

embrace his background. The first composition, 

The Palace of Nine Perfections, performed in Reno, 

was based on an ancient Chinese painting. On a 

return visit in the 2017-18 season, he introduced 

the audience to a violin concerto, The Infinite 

Dance. Zhou became familiar to the audience and 

students during the 2017-18 season as a composer-

in-residence where, like Shepherd, he worked with 

students of all ages. While in Reno, the composer 

continued his research into the history of the 

transcontinental railroad. For the closing concert 

of the 50th season, he plans to introduce a piece 

celebrating the railroad’s 150th birthday. Already 

orchestras and symphonies in Chicago, Omaha, 

Sacramento, and Salt Lake City have agreed to help 

pay for the commission and perform the piece.

We have to train our 
ears for new music.“
— Kris Coppa, patron

Peter Lenz, cello and 
Joseph Tatum, cello.

Commissions by the Reno Phil have played an important role in raising the reputation and visibility of the 

orchestra across the country. Past President Sandy Raffealli praised what the music has brought to Reno. 

“Laura’s commissioning is really exciting, and she has the ability to have the community and the orchestra 

become part of it.” 

The Reno Phil’s chorus of 150 voices has performed 

beloved traditional choral music, including the Verdi 

Requiem, Carl Orff’s Carmina Burana, and Bernstein’s 

Chichester Psalms. However, Jackson’s contemporary 

selections have also stretched its capacity. Vaughan 

Williams’ A Sea Symphony and Theofanidis’ The Here 

and Now were especially challenging. Board and chorus 

member Steve Williams reminisced about the Sea 

Symphony. “By the end, it had really caught hold,” he said. 

“I wished we could do it again.” Chorus director Jennie 

Tibben said many pieces in the choral arena are new for 

Jackson. “It’s been like a marathon,” Tibben said. “The 

Here and Now was really hard but exciting for us. Seeing 

the pride of ownership is amazing.” At the party for the 

chorus following the final performance of The Here and 

Now, singers patted each other on the back and cheered 

that they had done it and done it well.

Another part of repertoire planning includes the announcement of the 

Davidson Fellow featured each season and audiences applaud the talents these 

young musicians bring to Reno. One concert featured Marc Yu, a pianist who 

at age nine was the youngest performer ever selected to be a Davidson fellow. 

The audience was entranced by Chinese musician Reylon Yount’s performance 

on a trapezoidal yangqin, a Chinese stringed instrument of the dulcimer, 

or struck zither, family. Young Ray Ushikubo performed the Grieg Piano 

Concerto with vigor, passion, and strength that amazed both orchestra and 

audience. Reno Phil pianist Jim Winn expressed concern that the young man 

would wear out his hands before they were full-grown. 

The 2016-2017 season included performances by three returning fellows. Simone Porter and Nathan Chang 

played the Brahms Double Concerto for Violin and Cello. Both artists raved about their time in Reno. They said 

they loved the energy of the audience and the friendship and kindness of the community. Chang said Jackson’s 

vibrancy and intellect make for a great collaborative experience. Porter added, “She has a singular cohesive 

view of the piece. She is the gateway to the orchestra.” The third fellow that season was Conrad Tao, an audience 

favorite. He was 14 the first time he performed in Reno, and the audience has literally watched him mature in 

ensuing performances. He, too, is a fan of Jackson saying, “Laura is wonderful. I always feel supported, and 

she is eager to try whatever I throw at her.” The audience, orchestra, and staff expressed appreciation for the 

Davidson Foundation’s support of young and brilliant talent and for bringing the artists to Reno. 

Barbara McMeen.

Paul Lenz (left), Larry Machado (right), trumpets. 
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THE PHIL ON THE ROAD
The Reno Phil continues to perform in many venues outside 

the Pioneer Center for the Performing Arts. After the Fourth 

of July concerts ceased in Genoa, the orchestra moved to the 

Village Green in Incline Village for two years. One year, Billy 

Ray Cyrus was a surprise guest artist at the first concert. Then, 

in 2016, the orchestra came home and became part of Artown’s 

Fourth of July celebration in Wingfield Park. There, audiences 

see fireworks accompanied by patriotic music and Altieri’s blue 

sequined tails during the free concert. There have also been free 

Artown performances at Bartley Ranch featuring both the Reno 

Phil and the Reno Youth Orchestra. In 2017, the orchestra gave 

its first performance at the Carson City Community Center to a 

warm and welcoming response.

Though these concerts are not technically on the road, the annual Spirit of the Season concerts fit here. Maestro Altieri turned 

the shows into a real celebration of the talent in northern Nevada. Guest artists have included the dogs from Circus Circus, 

a drum ensemble from Reno High School, the children’s choir, Santa Tappers, the Reno Phil Mariachi group and the Reno 

Phil chorus and orchestra. KTVN’s Mike Alger has narrated “Twas the Night before Christmas” with sound effects by the 

conductor. Santa Claus remains the hit of the show for the children, though, Altieri’s colorful attire is another special addition. 

Volunteer Mary Cramer loves that Altieri “puts his whole self into the program.” 

Pops on the River continues to be a big seller for the Phil. 

Wingfield Park is filled with great guest artists, costumes, table 

decorations, dancing, and joyful participants. The music from 

that concert is performed about a week later at Broadway on 

the Beach at Sand Harbor in Incline Village. Volunteer Sue 

Condie called the night magical. “Laura is entertaining, witty 

and charming,” she said. A second pops concert was added to 

the Sand Harbor season in 2015 with Altieri on the podium. It’s 

unlikely that anyone who attended the 2017 performance, Out of 

this World, will forget Altieri dressed as Darth Vader for the Star 

Wars music and Captain Kirk for the pieces from Star Trek.

Jackson moved the orchestra to an even higher plane. As with her 

predecessors, a dedicated and hardworking board of directors and 

staff support her. She brilliantly markets the organization and her 

enthusiasm and passion for what she does have attracted many 

new donors and audience members. The addition of Jason Altieri 

to the musical staff has increased opportunities for pops concerts 

and the youth orchestras. His outgoing personality brings a 

different feel and lightness to the performances.

Paul Lenz, trumpet and Rich Lewis, trombone 
at Sand Harbor.

Eric Middleton, percussion at Sand Harbor. 

Viewing Jason Altieri in his Captain Kirk outfit 
through a fans hand. “Live Long and Prosper.” 
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C O N C L U S I O N
For the past 50 years, four conductors have guided the Reno Philharmonic, but the 

true conductor of the Reno Phil has been the greater northern Nevada community. 

Through every era, the Phil has played to the tune of the community, shifting with 

its changes in tempo and tone, seeking new rhythms and keys to strike a chord with 

audiences, musicians, and supporters. No one knows what lies ahead in the next 50 

years, but if the past is an example, the organization will continue to evolve and thrive 

as one of the region’s foremost artistic organizations. 

The Reno Phil is on a roll!

A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S
Over the past five years, I interviewed close to 200 people and spent many 

additional hours going through old programs and newspaper articles. Every 

person I talked with eagerly expressed love and pride for the Reno Philharmonic 

Association. Sometimes, people described events differently. I did my best to make 

this as factual as I could. All errors are mine. 

There are many people to acknowledge for helping me assemble this story. Tim 

Young helped me decide aspects of the memories I was describing to omit and 

others to expand. His support kept me going when I regretted taking on this task. 

Helen Nolte, known affectionately as the comma queen, was the first person to edit 

a section. Author J. Lee Taylor helped make the story flow. The third set of eyes 

were those of Pulitzer-Prize winning journalist and author Warren Lerude. The 

longtime newsman ensured that my opinions were not present in the document. I 

spent many hours with Warren, and it is impossible to thank him adequately for 

his patience. The fourth person to revise the document was Meg Price, a writer and 

editor, who made the manuscript a much more professional document.

Gathering the photos and newspaper articles to accompany the text was another 

journey. Thank you to Julie Machado and Nancy Hoffman for sharing their photos. 

Engrid Barnett, the curator for the exhibit at the Nevada Historical Society, was a 

fount of information and sources.

Bless Reno Phil Marketing Director Evelyn Klatt, writer and editor Annie 

Flanzraich of Flanz Writes and the team at KPS3 for pulling this project together. 

My gratitude to you all. 
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LIST OF INTERVIEWEES
2013 - 2018

Peter Adlish

Akiko Akiyama

Toshio Akiyama

Willis Allen

Jason Altieri

Chuck Alvey

Clara Andriola

Olga Archdekin

Lynn Atcheson

Barry Auman

Lynn Auman

John Badwick

Engrid Barnett

Marie Baxter

Mark Bayer

Scott Bergstrom

Reed Bingham

Lynne Bonine

Amy Booth

Virginia Bowman

David Branson

Eileen Brownell

Dustin Budish

Francine Burge

Keith Burrowes

James Butlowski

Nathan Chan

Sue Clark

Linda Clift

Bev Colgan

Carol Colwell

Sue Condie

Kris Coppa

JoAnn Coy

Mary Cramer

Antonio Damon

Ron Daniels

Dori Darden

Mary Davis

Michael Delage

Toni de Salvo

Patty Dickens

Russ Dickman

Ivanka Dill

Helen Donovan

William Douglass

Keira Dyson

David Ehrke

Nancy Eklof

Jessica Escobar

Eric Fassbender

Scott Faulkner

Nancy Flanigan

Heidi Foster

Roland Fournier

Lillian Frank 

Stephen Frank

Susan Frank

Elaine Frankovich

Sybil Furman

Heather Gage

Jane Gaw

Chuck Growdon

Marcia Growdon

Donna Hagerman

Sandy Halley

Alison Harvey

Rita Haun

Sheldon Haun

Amy Heald

Michael Henry

Judi Henry

Jonathan Hickox-Young

Michael Hicks

Nancy Hoffman

Stephanie Humbeutel

Laura Jackson

Barry Jekowsky

Stephen Jenkins

Kathryn Jenkins

Kathy Jerome

Cheryl Katzmark

Vahe Khochayan

Evelyn Klatt

Ed Kleiner

Sheri Kovac

Sara Lafrance

Tiantian Lan

Hui Lim Lan

Barbara Land

Carol Laube

Mary Ann Lazzari

Jeff Leep

Andrea Lenz

Elizabeth Lenz

John Lenz

Johnny Lenz

Paul Lenz

Paula Lenz

Peter Lenz

Ruth Lenz

Janet Lerude

Warren Lerude

Phyllus Lidster

John Lilley

Julie Machado

Larry Machado

Alec Mariani

Kari Mariani

Kiarra Mariani

Marilyn Marston

Catherine Matovich

Chris May

Parky May

Iris Maytan

Marianne Maytan

Bruce McBeth

Charlotte McConnell

Andrew McIntosh

Barbara McMeen

Gloria Melms

Marilyn Melton

Joy Meyer

Eric Middleton

Mary Miller

Chris Morrison

Carol Mousel

Doris Nachtsheim

Caryn Neidhold

Leonard Neidhold

Robyn Neidhold

Valerie Nelson

Paul Novak

Leilani Oelerich

Carol Parkhurst

Sharon Payne-Potter

Nancy Pearl

Margo Piscevich

Bill Plambeck

Simone Porter

Jacey Prupas

Sandy Raffealli

Jaclyn Raley

Jane Raley

Millard Reed

Chuck Reider

Merle Rose

Michael Rosenauer

Philip Ruder

Craig Schriber

Bob Seale

Suzy Sepahpour

Marilyn Sevilla

Cheryl Shingler

Idora Silver

Don Smith

Karen Stout-Gardner

Anita Sullivan

Eugene Sullivan

Conrad Tao

Neil Tatman

Gerry Taylor

Wendy Thompson

Jennie Tibben

Virginia Tilton

Mehmet Tosun

Janet Toti

Pat Uhlhorn

Joe Venuto

Van Vinikow

Jon Wade

Margaret Walker

CJ Walters

Kati Wentink

Jack Westermeyer

Angela White

Ron Williams

Jim Winn

Patrick Woodard

John Worthington

Won-Bin Yim

Tim Young

Joann Zurek

Ron Zurek



J U D I T H  F .
S I M P S O N

A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R

Judith F. Simpson was born and raised in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. She attended 

Wittenberg University in Springfield, Ohio and graduated with a dual degree in French 

and history. In 1962, she was offered a scholarship to study at the University of Nevada. 

She planned to “try out the west” for one year and ended up staying. She earned Master’s 

degrees in both history and counseling and guidance. Her teaching career included stints 

at Sparks and O’Brien Middle Schools and Sparks High School. She then became the social 

studies coordinator for the Washoe County School District and went on to create the 

nationally recognized Partners in Education program. She retired from the district in 1999.

Music and theater have been a constant thread in her life since she was three and started 

piano lessons. She sang and directed choirs, and produced theater including the successful 

Hadassah Broadway series. She was the personnel manager for the Reno Phil for several 

years and then the executive director of the Reno Chamber Orchestra for seven years. In 

2012, she formed the volunteer group for the Phil.

Another thread has been the love of civic education. In 1987, the governor appointed her 

to Nevada’s Commission for the 200th birthday of the U.S. Constitution. That opened many 

new doors for her. For 20 years she served as the Nevada coordinator for the acclaimed We 

the People, the Citizen and the Constitution program. In 1996, she joined the Civitas team, 

a program for the Center for Civic Education and the U.S. Department of Education. The 

purpose was to prepare teachers in newly emerging democracies to teach their students 

how to become responsible citizens. She primarily worked in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

and other Balkan countries, and also worked in countries around the world even remote 

Mongolia. In 2003, she was hired to open a foundation in Las Vegas, called Project R.E.A.L., 

to teach all age students in Nevada about the relevance of the law in their lives. In 2010, she 

returned full-time to Reno and two weeks later walked into Tim Young’s office and asked if 

she could become a volunteer for the Reno Phil. 

Judy has three children, step-daughter Connie Harding-Sundin, daughter Jody Wright and 

son Flip Wright. She has four grandchildren and three great grandchildren. Bob Seale has 

been Judy’s better half for 27 years. They have been fortunate to travel the world together.
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